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Abstract
Biomolecular gradients are an important, evolutionarily-conserved
signalling mechanism for guiding growth, migration, and di↵erentia-
tion of cells within dynamic, three-dimensional environments of living
tissues. Gradients play essential roles in many phenomena including
development, inflammation, wound healing, and cancer. Interest in
elucidating these phenomena has led to the development of numerous
in vitro methods for exposing cells to chemical gradients.
The core of this research was to develop and to realise engineered
devices able to generate nonlinear concentration gradients of solu-
ble species in cell culture chambers, in order to study cell response.
During this PhD the 2D concentration gradient generator paradigm
was first analysed in all its aspect, from theory (using fluid-electrical
analogies) to simulation (CFD simulation showing accurately the
species distribution within the device), ending with the realisation
and experimental validation of the developed device. While advanc-
ing with the work, practical issues proper of those systems were faced,
critically analysed and finally engineered solutions were proposed and
applied, in order to make possible a reliable cell perfusion within the
device.
Concentration gradient concept was extended from common 2D to
3D, because soluble gradients in-vivo act in a 3D environment, thus
stimulating a 3D sca↵old with a 3D concentration gradient could lead
in mimicking a more physiological environment. Gradients of me-
chanical properties could lead cell migration and di↵erentiation, and
also them are in 3D in living tissues, i.e in the cartilage-subchondral
bone system.
For this reason a novel 3D concentration gradient maker, able to
generate steady three-dimensional concentration gradients, was de-
veloped and realised.The device was applied as an hydrogel maker,
fabricating hydrogel matrixes with a 3D gradient of mechanical prop-
erties. Those construct could be used as smart sca↵olds.
It is also important to guarantee the possibility to monitor envi-
ronmental variables such as pH either into microfluidic devices and
smart sca↵olds, with not invasive/destructive methods.
For this reason we developed 2D pH sensitive surfaces, with the per-
spective to be integrated into micro devices. To create a biocompati-
ble 2D pH sensor, sensitive nanoparticles could be immobilised inside
a hydrogel matrix, in order to guarantee a proper fluorescence Sig-
nal to Noise Ratio. Using extended range pH sensitive nanoparticles
developed by the University of Nottingham, we developed sensitive
surfaces. The idea of sensitive surfaces was then extended using
inkjet printing coupled with Sol-gel method, using as polymeric ma-
trix a Gelatine/Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS) system,
because the picoliter-size ink droplets evaporate quickly, thus allow-
ing quick sol-gel transitions on the printed surface. An Ink with the
pH sensitive nanoparticles was successfully printed with a modified
Inkjet printer.Thanks to inkjet printing is also possible to think at
3D smart sca↵olds of Gelatine/GPTMS, which inner behaviour could
be investigated by optical fluorescence techniques, such as confocal
microscopy, in order to have in-situ measurements.
Devices and techniques developed during this PhD could have appli-
cations in biological research, as integrated tools for simultaneously
stimulating and monitoring live cells, in order to gain knowledge
about their behaviour. Also pharmacological profiling with ”one-
shot” experiments, so drawing the dose-response curve of a com-
pound in a single experimental run, could be an application of inter-
est.

To my family and Caterina

If you can’t explain it simply, you
don’t understand it well enough.
Albert Einstein
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Introduction
Biomolecular gradients are an important, evolutionarily-conserved signalling
mechanism for guiding growth, migration, and di↵erentiation of cells within
dynamic, three-dimensional (3D) environments of living tissues. Gradients play
essential roles in many physiological phenomena including development, inflam-
mation, wound healing, and cancer. Interests in elucidating these phenomena led
to the development of numerous in vitro methods for exposing cells to chemical
gradients. Traditional in vitro gradient-generating methods have been instru-
mental in shaping our current understanding of gradient signalling, but they
are not ideal for examining the quantitative/combinatorial nature of gradient
signalling due to their inability to produce precise, user-defined gradients with
tailored spatial and temporal profiles. Chemical gradients generated by tradi-
tional methods often evolve unpredictably/uncontrollably over space and time,
becoming di cult to characterise quantitatively. The gradients form and dissi-
pate within a few hours, greatly limiting the range of cell types and questions
that can be studied. Elucidation of the complexities of gradient signalling re-
quires more detailed knowledge and control over the spatiotemporal distribution
of chemical species in the extracellular environment, and the ability to directly
visualise cells within that environment. Because molecules di↵use isotropically
and unrestricted in free solution, maintaining one or more gradients requires con-
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INTRODUCTION
stant supply and removal of molecules at precise locations within well-defined
liquid volumes. Microfluidic technology, whereby fluids can be routed precisely
and with significant levels of automation at micrometer/nanometer dimensions,
provides an appealing strategy to control the fluid flow necessary to create gra-
dients on a scale suitable for cellular studies. Recently, several microfluidic
devices have been developed for generating gradients that are predictable, re-
producible, and easily quantified. The milestone in the field is undoubtedly
the first gradient maker developed by Whitesides group in 2000 (1). The rapid
evolution of the microelectronics industry during the past 30 years produced
numerous tools and methods for fabricating micrometer-scale features in and on
various substrates with very high precision and at relatively low cost. Realisation
that these advances in microfabrication technology could be used to control the
micrometer-scale environment, or microenvironment, of cultured cells has led
to the development and rapid expansion of two closely related fields: Biomed-
ical Electromechanical Systems (BioMEMS) and Microfluidics. BioMEMS and
Microfluidics research have provided a plethora of ways to explore how cells
respond to micrometer- scale modifications of their physical and chemical envi-
ronments. Because microfabrication allows creation of well-defined cell culture
environments with micrometer precision, quantitative characterisation and ex-
perimental reproducibility are greatly enhanced.Recently, researchers have fo-
cused on the need for better gradient-generating methods. Microfluidic cell
culture environments are uniquely suited to achieve the level of quantification
and gradient control required to correlate observed cell responses with specific
gradient characteristics, and elucidate how cells integrate di↵erent biomolecule
gradients to achieve particular biological responses. The precise dimensions of
micro devices, combined with detailed understanding of fluids behaviour at the
micrometer scale, confers unique advantages to gradient makers over traditional
2
methods. Fluids flowing in micrometer-scale conduits, or microchannels, are
dominated by the viscous properties of the fluid at the expense of inertial forces
generated by the fluid. This specialised flow regime, called laminar flow, is
well-understood both conceptually and mathematically (2) allowing the move-
ment of momentum, heat, and chemical species inside a microfluidic device to
be calculated with great accuracy(3). When used with commercially-available
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) packages, the defining equations devel-
oped for laminar flow can be used to characterise an existing device or help
prototype new devices to create specific, engineered cell culture environments.
Virtual prototyping streamlines the fabrication process, ensuring that the appro-
priate cell culture environment will be created in the actual device. Microfluidic
devices have practical advantages that increase the throughput and reduce the
cost of gradient experiments when compared to traditional gradient-generating
methods. The parallel nature of microfabrication methods, or scalability, and
the small physical footprint of most microfluidic devices allow multiple gradient-
generating cell culture environments to be constructed and placed in the same
physical space typically occupied by a single traditional set up. The greater
experimental throughput reduces the time and cost of each experiment. In ad-
dition, the small volumes of microfluidic devices require vastly smaller amounts
of reagents. This reduces the cost of each experiment and enables the creation
of biomolecule gradients that would be too expensive to create using traditional
gradient-generating methods. Microfluidic gradient generators have been used
to infect cells with graded concentrations of virus (4), generate gradients of
mechanical sti↵ness (5) and cell-adhesion molecules in synthetic extracellular
matrices, (6) create adsorbed gradients of extracellular matrix proteins (7, 8, 9),
induce proliferation and di↵erentiation in neural stem cells (10), and examine
the e↵ects of various biomolecule gradients on the chemotaxis of neutrophils
3
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(11, 12, 13, 14), bacteria (15, 16), and sperm (17). Steady-state gradient gen-
erators create distinct regions of constant concentration to form time-invariant
gradients across a cell culture area. Although the time-invariant gradients they
create do not mimic the spatio-temporal gradients cells encounter in vivo, they
do provide detailed, quantitative information about how biomolecule concen-
tration or gradient profile influences cell behaviour. These concentration and
profile dependencies will provide appropriate context for in vitro studies seeking
to understand how gradient timing and spatiotemporal dynamics influence cell
behaviour. Steady-state gradient generators developed to date have employed
one of two di↵erent strategies. The microfluidics Gradient Makers (GM), exploit
the lack of convective mixing that occurs between adjacent fluid streams under
laminar flow. Because mixing only occurs via di↵usion perpendicular to the
direction of fluid flow, chemical gradients form with characteristics (i.e. shape,
concentration range, etc.) that depend upon the composition, flow rates of the
respective streams and the length of time the streams have been in contact. The
resulting gradients are constant as long as the input flow rates and compositions
are constant. They are capable of creating and maintaining a wide variety of
gradients for periods of time limited only by the supply of reagents (i.e. size
of inlet reservoir, cost, etc.). Rapid formation of steady-state gradients allows
correlations to be made between observed cell responses and specific gradient
characteristics (11, 12). By carefully choosing the concentration of the input
fluid streams and the manner in which they are combined, a wide variety of gra-
dient shapes and concentration ranges can be created. Adjustment of the inlet
flow rates also o↵ers the user some dynamic control over the gradient formed
within the device. The main disadvantage of parallel flow gradient generators
is the requirement for constant fluid flow. Flow rates typically have units in
mL/min, requiring many millilitres of reagents for a long-term experiment. For
some biomolecules, the required liquid volumes are cost-prohibitive. Constant
fluid flow also imparts mechanical forces on cells that can introduce experimental
bias (18), and may initiate intracellular signalling cascades that can confound
experimental results or damage cells. Jeon and colleagues of Whitesides’ group
(1) developed a parallel flow gradient generator (Figure 1) that has been used
to study the e↵ects of soluble biomolecule gradients on neutrophil migration
(11, 12, 13), neural stem cell di↵erentiation (10), and breast cancer cell chemo-
taxis (19).
Figure 1: 2D schematic of the device with 3D exploded view of the gradient
generated downstream of the microfluidic mixer.
The device has also been used to create substrate-bound biomolecule gradi-
ents to direct the growth of hippocampal neurons (20). This GM however only
forms gradients under constant fluid flow, which consumes significant amounts
of reagents, and flushes away potentially important cell-secreted factors. The
5
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device can generate combinatorial gradients with two factors (13) and theoreti-
cally more, but the gradients can only be arranged along a single axis orthogo-
nal to the direction of flow. The user can dynamically modify the gradient via
inlet flow rate control but is constrained by the upstream mixer design. How-
ever microfluidics-based gradient makers allow to enhance our understanding
of fundamental biological processes, due to their high e ciency for analysis of
cell behaviour in two-dimensional environments. Toxicity tests could be easily
implemented with this kind of systems, giving the possibility to run a single
”one-shot” test instead of the classical protocols, that are usually based on a
multi concentration set of experiments.
The core of this PhD thesis is to study, to develop and to realise engineered
devices able to generate nonlinear concentration gradients in cell culture cham-
bers. It is important that those concentration gradients are nonlinear (in par-
ticular with power laws), because that behaviour mimics the classical toxicity
dose-response tests that are normally performed in several companies (pharma-
cological, environmental, chemical and so on). During this research the 2D GM
idea was first analysed in all its aspect, from theory (using fluid-electrical analo-
gies) to simulation (CFD simulation showing accurately the species distribution
within the device), ending with realisation and experimental validation of the de-
veloped device. While advancing with the work however, practical issues proper
of the GM systems were faced:
• hydrophobicity;
• bubbles nucleation which clogs micro channels and also destroy the cells
in the culture;
• challenges in a reliable cell seeding;
6
• easiness of using the GM for biological research.
Any of those issues was critically analysed and a solution was proposed. Dur-
ing this research the concept of GM was extended: from 2D to 3D. In fact
soluble gradients in-vivo acts in a 3D environment, so stimulating a 3D sca↵old
with a 3D concentration gradient could lead in mimicking a more physiologically
close environment. Gradients of mechanical properties could lead cell migration
and di↵erentiation, and also them are in 3D in living tissues. Substrate rigidity
has been recognised as an important property that a↵ects cellular physiology
and functions. While the phenomenon has been well recognised, understanding
the underlying mechanism may be greatly facilitated by creating a microenvi-
ronment with designed rigidity patterns. A novel 3D Concentration Gradient
Maker, able to generate stable three-dimensional concentration gradients, was
then developed. It could be used for sca↵olds perfusion with a 3D concentration
gradient, but it could also be applied as an hydrogel maker, making hydrogel
matrixes with a controlled 3D gradient of mechanical properties, which could
be used as ”smart sca↵olds” components. Computational Fluid Dynamic anal-
ysis was used to develop the device; Finite Elements Analysis and experimental
studies were used to validate the 3D gradient of sti↵ness.
The device could have several applications in studying phenomena related
to cell chemotaxis and mechanotaxis, but also on di↵erentiation in simultaneous
presence of gradients of both soluble chemical species and substrates sti↵ness.
Currently there is great interest in designing smart material capable not only
to drive cell processes, but also to monitor them. This idea could in principle
be realised by transforming a conventional sca↵old into a ”smart sca↵old” that
acts as both cell stimulus source, and sensor for monitoring cell activities. So
this was the last thing needed into the developed systems: the possibility to
7
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monitor environmental variables inside the sca↵olds or on a surface, with not
invasive methods such as fluorescence microscopy. For this reason engineered
pH sensitive surfaces were developed, in collaboration with the University of
Nottingham. An automated image analysis system was also developed in order
to quickly extract pH measurements from 2D fluorescence images of the sensitive
surfaces.
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Chapter 1
Development of a 2D
concentration gradient
generating device
In this chapter the principles of design and the architecture of
the planar microfluidic gradient maker with the shape of any
given monotonic function are described. Each microfluidic net-
work is fed by two separate source solutions and delivers at its
outlet a set of N solutions that di↵er each other in concentra-
tion. The microfluidic gradient makers can be seen, in fact,
as fluidic function generators, where a continuous function is
represented as 2N + 1 points discrete function. In this case
of a concentration gradient shaped as e10x with x 2 [0, 3] was
designed, constructed and characterised either by CFD and ex-
periments. Also a MATLAB library able to quickly design mi-
crofluidic gradient makers and export them to a CAD compatible
format (.DXF) was developed.
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1. DEVELOPMENT OF A 2D CONCENTRATION GRADIENT
GENERATING DEVICE
1.1 Introduction
Microfluidic gradient generators or gradient makers (GM) can produce spatial
and temporal distributions of biochemical molecules by controlling convective
and di↵usive transport processes. Low Reynolds number characterises the ad-
vection in microscale, so the flow regime is laminar. In laminar flow, streams
of miscible fluids flow side-by-side and mix by di↵usion without turbulent mix-
ing. This o↵ers a reliable approach for controlling the distribution of di↵using
molecules under conditions where unpredictable factors such as eddies are elimi-
nated. Flow-based gradient generators produce concentration gradients by util-
ising this basic physical phenomenon. Streams of fluids composed of di↵erent
chemical species or concentrations are brought together in a microfluidic channel
where the solutes are allowed to di↵use across the interface as they flow down the
microchannel. The Peclet number (Pe) provides a valid indication for predicting
the formation of the di↵usive profile between laminar streams. The magnitude
of Pe dictates the length of the channel required to fully homogenise the con-
centration of laminar streams. Based on the well-characterised mixing process
at the interface of laminar flow streams, a wide variety of custom concentration
gradient profiles can be generated by using microchannel networks designed to
control input and output streams.
1.2 2DMicrofluidic gradient maker: how it works
Whitesides (1) first developed this type of gradient generator with a premix-
ing microchannel network. In this design, a microchannel network similar to a
”Christmas tree” is used with a series of bifurcated microchannels that repet-
itively split and recombine, as explained in previous chapter. Solutions of dif-
ferent concentrations are first introduced at the inlet and the fluid streams are
10
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repeatedly split, mixed (in serpentine channel regions) and recombined to pro-
duce multiple streams of mixed solutions having di↵erent proportions of input
solutions. At the end of the premixing network, these streams are brought to-
gether into a chamber to generate a gradient across it. The splitting ratios
at each branching point can be calculated by treating the fluidic microchannel
network as an equivalent electronic circuit. This modelling allows e↵ective calcu-
lation of output stream concentrations and can be used to predict the gradient
profiles. Campbell et al. (21) used modified premixing networks to generate
gradients with reduced stages of flow splitting and mixing (Figure 1.1).
a) b) 
Figure 1.1: View of di↵erent paradigms for making microfluidic GM: a) White-
sides’ model; b) Campbell model. At is it possible to see the network of a) in N=6
layers has 8 di↵erent inlets in the gradient chamber, while b) in N=4 layers has
17 inlets in the gradient chamber. b) is then more compact and accurate than a).
The microchannel network consisted of horizontal and serpentine channels
that sequentially mix and redistribute flow streams. The microchannel network
11
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GENERATING DEVICE
precisely controls the distribution of flow streams with the aid of serpentine
channels having di↵erent hydraulic resistances. By constructing microchannel
networks according to the proposed mathematical scheme, any gradients of de-
fined monotonic profile can be generated. In my microdevice the microchannels
are 50 µm wide each one, and the layer structure is derived from Campbell’s
work (21). The chamber is 6 mm wide and ' 20 mm long, in order to reach
the same surface area of a single well of a 16-well plate. This was done because
we could compare the results that we will obtain with the same amount of cells
of a single well, knowing that for making a standard toxicity test several wells
with di↵erent drug concentration are needed. The concentration gradient in the
chamber was approximated with a series of step functions, dependent on the
number of microchannels in last layer (Figure ??.
The optimal configuration I found was 4 layers with 24+1 = 17 microchannels
in last layer. However by advancing in the chamber the function becomes more
smooth because to di↵usion. It is important to set the mean velocity in the
chamber low enough to have a smooth gradient, but high enough to maintain it
stable on chamber length avoiding larger di↵usion e↵ects. Other considerations
on main chamber velocity are based on cell survival due to shear stress and
oxygen/nutrients demand.
Similarly to the devices introduced originally by Whitesides (1, 22) the mi-
crofluidic device described in this section consists of two parts: a gradient-making
network and a gradient chamber. The gradient-making network is fed by two
source solutions with di↵erent concentrations injected into the device through
separate inlets, and it generates N solutions of di↵erent concentrations. These
solutions are directed into the test channel through N separate narrow channels
(the lower row of serpentine channels in Figure 1.3. In this section an N = 17
(Fig. 1.3) was chosen. It is convenient to number the serpentine channels from
12
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N=4 
n= 17  
N=3 
n=9 
N = number of layers 
 
n = 2^N+1 serpentines in 
last layer 
Figure 1.2: The concentration profile discretisation depending on the number
of layers N. The same function can be represented from di↵erent microfluidic
networks, di↵erentiating only for the quality of approximation. The images comes
as the results of the MATLAB library for quickly designing microfluidic devices.
left to right, and designate the concentration in the n-th serpentine channel as
cn, where 1  n  N . The set of cn is constructed to be a discrete representation
of the desired concentration profile across the chamber c(y). Streams of injected
solutions have the same volumetric flux and approximately the same width in
the test channel,  y ' w/N , where w is the width of the chamber. Exceptions
are the two streams at the edges, which are somewhat wider because the flow
velocity near the edges of the test channel is lower than in the middle, so the
section needed to have the same flow rate as other streams is larger. As the flow
advances along the chamber, the initial discontinuity in concentration between
adjacent streams gradually disappears due to molecular di↵usion. The charac-
13
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GENERATING DEVICE
“Christmas tree” 
structure 
Microchannels section: 50µm x 40 µm 
Culture chamber section: 6 mm x 40 µm 
Culture chamber area: 6 mm x 20 mm 
The total  microdevice could stay in 
a standard 75 mm x 25 mm 
microscope slide 
NODES 
Figure 1.3: Concept view of the microfluidic device.
teristic di↵usion time is ⌧D =  y2/D, corresponding to a characteristic distance
 x = U⌧D from the stream merging point at the beginning of the test channel.
Here D is the coe cient of di↵usion of the solute, and U is the mean flow speed.
(For the actual chamber, the analysis is somewhat more complicated because of
variation of the channel width in the beginning.) At distances x >  x, c(y) is a
smooth function. Molecular di↵usion across the test channel also levels o↵ the
non-uniformity of c(y) on the scale of the whole channel, making c(y) increas-
ingly di↵erent from its desired shape as x and the residence time in the flow
increase. The characteristic time of this unwanted levelling o↵ can be estimated
as w2/D = (N y)2/D = N2⌧D, corresponding to a distance N2 x from the
14
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beginning. These simple arguments show that a suitable working range of x,
at which the distribution c(y) is both smooth and closely matching the set of
cn,is given by  x < x⌧ N2 x. Furthermore,at  x < x⌧ N2 x, the concen-
tration profile has little sensitivity to variations of U . Therefore, it is essential
that N is su ciently large, N2   1, for the device to operate well. In addition
to providing a long working region in the test channel, a large value of N also
allows accurate definition of c(y) by the discrete set of cn. The latter is espe-
cially important for nonlinear c(y), because the molecular di↵usion between the
adjacent streams in the test channel tends to reduce the curvature of the con-
centration profile. The gradient-making network consists of consecutive stages,
each comprised of a wide horizontal channel (the ”node”, see Figure 1.3), and
a set of narrow serpentine channels downstream from it, the ”resistances”.The
nodes distribute the flow emerging from the upstream serpentine channels over
a larger number of the downstream serpentine channels. In addition, due to low
flow resistance of the nodes, all serpentine channels belonging to the same stage
have equal pressures at their inlets and equal pressures at their outlets, acting as
expected. The function of the serpentine channels is to provide di↵usive mixing
of solutions injected into them and to generate a homogeneous solution of an
intermediate concentration, which is fed into a downstream horizontal channel.
The di↵usive mixing is facilitated by the small width and large length of the ser-
pentine channels, resulting in small characteristic di↵usion time and large liquid
residence time, respectively. Volumetric flux through a channel, q =  P/R, is
defined by the di↵erence in pressure between the inlet and the outlet,  P , and
by the channel flow resistance, R. The flow resistance is proportional to the
channel contour length, R = kL, where k is the same for all serpentine chan-
nels, as they all have the same width and depth, ws = 50µm and h = 40µm,
respectively. In accord with (21), serpentine channels belonging to the same
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stage have di↵erent lengths, L, leading to di↵erent R and di↵erent q through
the channels. Variability of q makes it possible to mix solutions in individually
adjustable proportions and to generate concentration profiles with a variety of
shapes. The stream from an individual serpentine channel of the k-th stage is
split between 3 serpentine channels of the (k + 1)th stage. An exception are
streams from the channels at the edges, which are split between 2 channels of
the (k + 1)th stage. The gradient-making networks are built so that each odd-
numbered serpentine channel of the (k + 1)th stage is fed by a single channel of
the kth stage and thus carries solution of the same concentration, as depicted in
Figure 1.4.
and Nk + 1, are connected by a recurrence relation, Nk + 1 =
Nk + (Nk2 1). Given N1 = 3, we derive Nk = 2
k + 1 and k =
log2(Nk 2 1), meaning that the number of stages in the
proposed gradient-making networks increases only logarith-
mically with the number of distinct concentrations at the
network outlet.
Construction of a gradient-making network of the proposed
architecture begins with the definition of the desired shape of
the concentration profile, c(y), and the number of stages in the
network. All three networks described here have 4 stages,
corresponding to N = N4 = 2
4 + 1 = 17 serpentine channels in
the last stage. To keep the notation more compact, we will
designate the nth serpentine channel (as counted from the left)
of the kth stage as channel ,k, n. (Fig. 2b). The concentra-
tion and volumetric flux in channel ,k, n. will be designated
as ck,n and qk,n, respectively. The resistance and length of
channel ,k, n. will be designated as Rk,n and Lk,n,
respectively. We will next consider in detail the construction
of a network generating an exponential profile with a ratio of
256 between the highest and lowest concentration (Fig. 3).
The concentrations in the serpentine channels of
the last (4th) stage are chosen as a discrete set
approximating the desired exponential profile,
cn~c4,n~ 1,
ﬃﬃﬃ
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" #
(in relative
units). The concentrations in successive channels differ by a
constant factor of
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
, so the sequence cn is a geometric
progression. The condition that each odd-numbered channel of
the (k + 1)th stage be fed by a single channel from the kth stage
uniquely defines the set of concentration in the serpentine channels
of the 3rd stage: c3,n = [1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256]. Applied
consecutively from bottom to top, the same condition defines the
concentrations in the serpentine channels of the 2nd and 1st stages,
as well as in the two channels connecting the inlets with the
horizontal channel of the 1st stage, c0,1 = 1 and c0,2 = 256
(Fig. 3(a)). We notice that c0,1 and c0,2 are the concentrations of the
solutions injected into the inlets 1 and 2, respectively.
Volumetric fluxes in serpentine channels of the kth stage are
specified by concentrations in channels of the kth and (k + 1)th
stage and fluxes in channels of the (k + 1)th stage (Fig. 2(b)
and 3(a)). If channel ,k, n. is neither the first nor the last of
the kth stage, it supplies flux to three channels of the (k + 1)th
stage:,k + 1, p2 1.,,k + 1, p., and,k + 1, p + 1., where
Fig. 2 Splitting and redistribution of flux in a horizontal channel. (a)
Fluorescence micrograph of the right hand side of the horizontal
channel of the 4th stage in the gradient-making network generating an
exponential profile, with serpentine channel of the 3rd and 4th stage at
the top and bottom, respectively. The grayscale look-up table is non-
linearly adjusted for better visibility. Arrows indicate the direction of
flow. (b) Schematic diagram showing splitting and redistribution of
flux between serpentine channels of the kth and (k + 1)th stages and
illustrating the meaning of the coefficients a and b. Serpentine channels
of the kth and (k + 1)th stages are shown as vertical channels at the top
and bottom, respectively, and are numbered from 1 to Nk and from 1
to Nk+1, respectively. Coefficients at the arrows show portions of flux
in the channel of the (k + 1)th stage supplied by the channel of the kth
stage.
Fig. 3 Schematic diagrams illustrating the construction of a gradient-
making network generating an exponential concentration profile with
the concentration increasing by a factor of 256 from left to right. Boxes
represent individual serpentine channels (cf. Fig. 1). Arrows show
redistribution of flux in the horizontal channels (cf. Fig. 1 and 2).
Numbers on the left indicate individual stages of splitting-and-mixing.
(a) Numbers in the boxes show the concentrations (upper row in bold;
not shown for the 4th stage) and volumetric fluxes (lower row) in the
serpentine channels (both in relative units). Numbers on the arrows are
portions of the flux in the channels at the arrow heads supplied by the
channels at the arrow tails: coefficients ak,n and bk,n for arrows
pointing left and right, respectively, and 1 for vertical arrows (cf.
Fig. 2(b)). (b) Numbers in the boxes indicate lengths (and resistances)
of the channels in relative units, as calculated from the equations
Lk,n/Lk,m = qk,m/qk,n and L1,2 = 2L2,3 = 4L3,5 = 8L4,9.
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Figure 1.4: Splitting and redistribution of flux in a node. Schematic diagram
showing splitting and redistribution of flux between serpentine channels of the
kth and (k+ 1)th stages and illustrating the meaning of the coe cients ↵ and  .
Serpentine channels of the kth and (k+1)th stages are shown as vertical channels
at the top and bottom, respectively, and are numbered from 1 to Nk and from
1 to Nk + 1, respectively. Coe cients at the arrows show portions of flux in the
channel of the (k + 1)th stage supplied by the channel of the kth stage.
Each even-numbered serpentine channel of the (k + 1)th stage is fed by two
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adjacent channels of the kth stage, and a solution with an intermediate concen-
tration is generated in it. The numbers of solutions with di↵erent concentrations
within the k-th and (k + 1)th stages, Nk and Nk+1, are connected by a recur-
rence relation, Nk+1 = Nk + (Nk   1). Given i.e N1 = 3, it is possible to derive
Nk = 2k + 1 and k = log2(Nk   1), meaning that the number of stages in this
kind networks increases logarithmically with the number of distinct concentra-
tions at the network outlet. Construction of a gradient-making network begins
with the definition of the desired shape of the concentration profile, c(y), and
the number of stages in the network. To keep the notation more compact, the
n-th serpentine channel (as counted from the left) of the k-th stage as channel
< k, n >, see Figure 1.4. The concentration and volumetric flux in channel
< k, n > will be designated as ck,n and qk,n, respectively. The resistance and
length of channel < k, n > will be designated as Rk,n and Lk,n, respectively.
The concentrations in the serpentine channels of the last stage are chosen as a
discrete set approximating the desired profile. In the case of an N=4 exponential
profile, i.e. c(y) = e10y, with y 2 [0, 3], we have a discrete concentration set cN,n
in the last stage as shown in Figure 1.2. With the condition that each odd-
numbered channel of the (k+1)-th stage be fed by a single channel from the kth
stage uniquely defines the set of concentration in the serpentine channels of the
3rd stage. Applied recursively from bottom to top, the same condition defines
the concentrations in the serpentine channels of the 2nd and 1st stages, as well
as in the two channels connecting the inlets with the horizontal channel of the
1st stage. We notice that c0,1 and c0,2 are the concentrations of the solutions
injected into the inlets.Volumetric fluxes in serpentine channels of the k-th stage
are specified by concentrations in channels of the k th and (k+1)-th stage and
fluxes in channels of the (k + 1)-th stage (Figure 1.4). If channel < k, n > is
neither the first nor the last of the k-th stage, it supplies flux to three channels
17
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of the (k+1)-th stage: < k+1, p  1 >,< k+1, p >,and < k+1, p+1 >,where
p = 2n   1. Channel < k, n > is the sole source of flux supplied to channel
< k + 1, p > . Therefore, the flux in channel < k, n > is calculated as
qk,n = ↵k,nqk+1,p 1 + qk+1,p +  k,nq   k + 1, p+ 1 (1.1)
Here, ↵k,n and  k,n are portions of the volumetric fluxes in channels < k +
1, p   1 > and < k + 1, p + 1 >, respectively, which are supplied by channel <
k, n >; 0  k  3 and 1  n  2k+1.Once solution fed to channel < k+1, p 1 >
(from < k, n > and < k, n 1 >) and to channel < k+1, p+1 > (from < k, n >
and < k, n + 1 >) are mixed, the concentrations in these two channels become
ck+1,p 1 = ↵k, nck,n+ k,n 1ck,n 1 and ck+1,p+1 =  k,nck,n+↵k,n+1ck,n+1, Fig.
1.4. In order to find ↵k,n and  k,n, we further notice that ↵k,n+ k,n 1 = 1 and
 k,n + ↵k,n+1 = 1. Taken together, these equations give ck+1,p 1 = ↵k,nck,n +
(1 ↵k,n)ck,n 1 and ck+1,p+1 =  k,nck,n+(1  k,n)ck,n+1. Finally, it is possible
to derive
↵k,n =
ck+1,p 1   ck,n 1
ck,n   ck,n 1 (1.2)
 k,n =
ck+1,p+1   ck,n+1
ck,n   ck,n+1 (1.3)
For the first channel of a stage, the coe cient ↵ is zero, and for the last
channel of a stage the coe cient   is zero. The coe cients ↵k,n and  k,n are
readily calculated from the values of concentrations in the serpentine channels
(which are uniquely defined by the concentrations in the channels of the last
stage, cn = cN, n) and then plugged into 1.1. The system of 1.1 is closed by
specifying the volumetric fluxes in the serpentine channels of the last stage,
qN,n, which are all equal to 1 in relative units. The values of qk,n are calculated
18
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iteratively, stage by stage from bottom to top. The calculated values of qk,n are
used to select Lk,n. For all pairs of channels < k, n > and < k,m > belonging
to the same k-th stage, we have an equation
Lk,n
Lk,m
=
qk,m
qk,n
(1.4)
setting coe cients of proportionality between the channel lengths. This equa-
tion gives a general recipe for building a functional network. Nevertheless, it
does not specify the ratios between lengths of serpentine channels belonging
to di↵erent stages. These ratios and the actual values of Lk,n can be ratio-
nally selected based on the characteristic time of di↵usive mixing in a serpentine
channel and the mean flow velocity, Uk,s, in the shortest channel of the stage,
< k, s >, at typical operation conditions of the device. For any given stage,
the shortest serpentine channel has the shortest residence time of liquid in it,
⌧k,s = Lk,s/Uk,s / Lk,s/qk,s / L2k,s, and ⌧k,s has to be su ciently long to allow
complete di↵usive mixing in the channel. In the network under consideration,
the shortest serpentine channel of a stage is always the channel in the middle.
Since pressures at the device inlets are equal, the ratio of L0,1 and L0,2 is given
by L0,1q0,1 = L0,2q0,2. There is no di↵usive mixing in the channels of the 0th
stage, however. Therefore, L0,1 and L0,2 do not have to be proportional to the
lengths of the serpentine channels of other stages. The network described above
is constructed to generate an exponential profile shaped as c(y) = e10y, where
the left and right edges of the test channel correspond to y = 0 and y = 1,
respectively, and the maximum concentration is e10 in relative units. However
until now with this algorithm proposed by (21) we calculated just the relative
length and weights. For settling e↵ective velocities we must set a velocity in one
channel or in the culture chamber, and the other are calculated consequently.
The gradient-making microchannel network can be used to generate any given
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concentration profile with one essential limitation: c(y) has to be a monotonic
function. This limitation originates from the fact that the concentration in any
serpentine channel (except for channels at the edges) is a weighted average of the
concentrations in the two adjacent channels, precluding local minima or maxima
of concentration in the networks with two inlets. Concentration profiles with lo-
cal maxima and minima can be produced by using networks with three or more
inlets or by directing streams emerging from several independent networks into
a single test channel. With the common planar architecture of the microfluidic
devices, each channel can have only one or two channels immediately adjacent
to it. Hence, a stream emerging from a channel can be directly merged with
only one or two other streams, and by splitting and merging streams from a
planar array of N channels, not more than N  1 new mixtures can be produced
(this limitation is lifted if a 3D microchannel network is used). The logarithmi-
cally small number of steps (stages), k = log2(Nk  1) (21) needed to generate a
given number of distinct concentrations allows significant reduction in area occu-
pied by the network and in pressure required to drive flow through the network
compared with Whitesides (1, 22).
1.3 A MATLAB library for drawing custom mi-
crofluidic concentration gradient generators
One of the main problems faced was to generate quickly di↵erent designs of mi-
crofluidics GM in CAD environment. In fact the microfluidics networks were
constructed using Campbell’s (21) algorithm , but drawing them quickly and
reliably with an automated software was a di↵erent thing. Doing a paramet-
ric CAD drawing did not give so much flexibility, so a di↵erent approach was
chosen. The chosen solution was to develop a MATLAB library, able to draw
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custom geometries in Drawing eXchange Format (.DXF files), which is a com-
mon CAD format. The geometry file could be easily imported in common CAD
environments (i.e. Solidworks) and drawing programs (i.e. CorelDraw), mak-
ing it either a tool for speed the simulation/design process and soft-lithography
mask realisation (Figure 1.5).
Sketch file compatible 
with common 3D CAD 
environments (for 
simulations). 
 
Drawing eXchange 
Format file 
Sketch file compatible with 
CorelDraw (masks for  
lithographic processes). 
Figure 1.5: Concept of the MATLAB library for generating micro devices ge-
ometry. Thanks to the .DXF format, it is easy to use the library as design tools
for soft-lithography masks and 3D drawings.
The output .DXF file, that could be easily imported as sketch in common
3D CAD environments and then extruded up to desired height. The now 3D
CAD file can easily be exported to simulations software such as Ansys/COMSOL
or directly exported for a 3D Printing, if needed (Figure 1.6). Further details
about the library are in Appendix 1. Parameters the MATLAB library needs
for properly working are explained in Table 1.1.
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Extrusion from 2D sketch 
to 3D Volume 
Figure 1.6: Example of sketch extrusion to 3D.
1.4 Characterisation
1.4.1 Numerical Model
1.4.1.1 Governing Equations
In general the governing equations for describing the behaviour of an incom-
pressible isothermal fluid are:
r · u = 0 (1.5)
⇢u ·ru+rp = r · [µ(ru+ru+)] + ⇢g. (1.6)
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Figure 1.7: Example of .DXF to soft-lithography mask process.
Here u denotes the velocity vector, ⇢ is the fluid density, p the pressure,
µ the viscosity, g the gravity acceleration. In case the di↵usion of a specie is
involved, we have to add the advection-di↵usion equation (4.3) to the governing
equations:
u ·r  = Dr2 . (1.7)
In this case we chose to treat the species di↵usion as the mixing of two
identical fluids, each one di↵using in the other with a di↵usion coe cient D, as
did in (23) and (24), instead of tracking the specie concentration as a scalar.
By imagining to add a small amount of contaminant, i.e. a dye, to one of the
fluids (which therefore continue to have the same physical properties) we have
that   indicates the (normalized) dye mass fraction. The characteristics of the
velocity and concentration fields can be described through the Reynolds (Re),
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Table 1.1: MATLAB Library Parameters
Parameter Example Value Description
N 4 Number of layers of the microchannels network
D 5 · 10 10m2/s Di↵usion coe cient of used specie
w 50µm Microchannels width
h 40µm Microchannels height
lchamber 6mm Chamber width
vtypical 10 4m/s Average velocity within the chamber
eta 10 3 Pa · s Fluid Viscosity
rho 103Kg/m3 Fluid Density
f e10x Desired Profile
Peclet (Pe) and Schmidt (Sc) numbers
Re =
Ud
⌫
; Pe =
Ud
D
= ReSc; Sc =
⌫
D
; (1.8)
where U is the mean velocity, while the characteristic fluid length d is as-
sumed to be the hydraulic diameter, i.e.,
d =
2wh
w + h
(1.9)
where w and h are chosen channel width and height, respectively. Sc repre-
sents the Schmidt number, which take into account the ratio between momentum
di↵usivity and mass di↵usivity, and is used to characterize fluid flows in which
there are simultaneous momentum and mass di↵usion convection processes..
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1.4.1.2 Mesh and Boundary Conditions
Simulations were performed using the commercial software Ansys 13, with the
FLUENT fluid dynamics package. The grid consisted of cubic elements with
5µm edge, corresponding, approximately, to the viscosity-dependent typical di-
mension µ/⇢U . This leads to a mesh of 80 elements in each cross section of the
mixing channel, thus in agreement with the recommendation by (25), regard-
ing how to accurately describe the velocity fields. A second order discretisation
scheme was used to solve all the governing equations; using higher-order scheme
did not lead to any significant change. Simulations were typically considered
converging when the normalised residuals for velocities were stationary with it-
erations and fell below 10 6.The steadiness of the solution with iterations was
also assessed by checking the velocity and concentration field in the outlet sec-
tion of the mixing channels at di↵erent iterations. As mentioned above, here the
concentration field is discretised using the same mesh size as the velocity field.
Clearly, since in our case Sc = O(103), so that Pe  Re, a rigorous simulation
of mass di↵usion should require a grid resolution much finer than that of the ve-
locity field (see the extensive discussion in (26), about this issue). This, however,
would lead to unacceptably long computation times. In fact a grid independence
study was performed on the velocity field, showing that, repeating the numerical
simulation with smaller cubical elements, the simulations give results that do not
di↵er from the original simulation. A quite similar analysis was also conducted
by (23, 24), using a di↵erent geometric setup. In any case, it should be stressed
that the simulations allow only a qualitative analysis of the concentration fields,
while further studies (experiments, above all !!) are required to better quantify
them. The boundary conditions consist of no-slip velocity and no-mass-flux at
the channel walls, a constant ambient pressure at the chamber outlet, while at
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the two inlets a plug flow with velocities v1 and v2 calculated with the algorithm
were imposed. Since that the velocity field is developed after few microns, as
demonstrated by the formula for the length to fully developed velocity profile
(le) in laminar flow (eq. 1.10):
le = 0.06 ·Re · d (1.10)
that in this case give approximately 2µm, because Re⌧ 1.
Figure 1.8: View of CFD simulation of concentration profile within the microde-
vice.
1.4.2 Materials and Methods
The device was realised in Poly-Dimethyl-Siloxane (PDMS) by using Soft-Lithography
techniques. Briefly, silicon 100 wafers were spin-coated with SU-8 photoresist,
baked to drive away the solvent, and then exposed to UV light in a Bottom Side
Mask Aligner through a mask. The mask was created using Corel Draw 15.0,
by importing the geometry files previously created in MATLAB, and printed on
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a transparency using a commercial Linotronic-Hercules 3300 dpi high-resolution
line printer. Exposed photoresist was then developed and subsequently the
wafers were baked (Figure 1.9).
Figure 1.9: Workflow: from mask design to silicon wafer realisation.
PDMS prepolymer was prepared by mixing the commercially available pre-
polymer and catalyser (Sylgard 184 kit) in a 10:1 w/w ratio. The mixture was
degassed under vacuum to eliminate bubbles created during mixing. The pre-
polymer solution was cast on the master and placed under vacuum once again
to remove bubbles that may have been introduced. PDMS was cured by bak-
ing for 4 h at 65 degrees. After cooling to room temperature, the PDMS was
peeled from the silicon master. Holes were then punched at inlets and outlet
and silicone tubes were connected (Figure 1.10).
The integration of PDMS chips, with pumps or connections to reservoirs,
has been found to pose serious di culties because of its associated problems
in leaking. Here are presented di↵erent approaches for sealing the microfluidic
device, without the aid of commercially available connectors and using commonly
available consumables in the laboratory. The PDMS mould is bonded with glass
in two ways: using hydrophilic and hydrophobic means. Hydrophilic bonding
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Figure 1.10: Workflow: making the PDMS micro channels part.
involves using a plasma cleaner for oxidation. Hydrophobic bonding is done
using a PDMS mixture. Here, we report easy and cost e↵ective hydrophilic and
hydrophobic bonding protocols. The hydrophilic bonding can also be performed
without the use of conventional plasma oxidation.
1.4.2.1 PDMS -PDMS Hydrophobic Bonding
A serious issue that I faced was the sealing of the device. It was not possible to
bond the device to the glass with mechanical pressure. The device showed pour-
ing from the inlets and between the microchannels due to non-uniform sealing
pressure. I resolved the problem by using hydrophobic PDMS to PDMS bond
for sealing it. It was coated a plastic slide with a thin layer (' 10µm thickness)
of PDMS mixture with a spin coater, then it was heated at 70  C for 15 mins
(this makes the PDMS hardened but still sticky). Then it was placed the PDMS
mould on the sticky PDMS surface. It is important, in order to avoid wrinkles
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and air gaps, laying the mould down from one end to the other. The system was
cured for 1 h at 70 degrees (Figure 1.11).
Hydrophobic+bond:+
Coat+the+glass+slide+with+a+thin+layer+(~+10+µm+
thickness)+of+PDMS+mixture+(preferably+by+spin+
coater).+
Heat+it+at+70°C+for+15+mins+(this+makes+the+PDMS+
hardened+but+sIll+sIcky)+
Place+the+PDMS+mould+on+the+sIcky+PDMS+surface.+In+
order+to+avoid+wrinkles+and+air+gaps,+lay+the+mould+
down+from+one+end+to+the+other.+
Heat+it+for+at+least+1+h+at+70°C.+++++++++
Figure 1.11: Workflow: protocolo for PDMS-PDMS hydrophobic bonding
1.4.2.2 PDMS - Glass Hydrophilic Bonding
Oxidation of PDMS using plasma changes the surface chemistry of PDMS and
produces silanol terminations (SiOH) on its surface. This helps make PDMS
hydrophilic for thirty minutes. This process also makes the surface resistant to
the adsorption of hydrophobic and negatively-charged molecules. In addition,
plasma oxidation of PDMS could be used to functionalise the surface of PDMS
with the trichlorosilane or to covalently bond PDMS (on an atomic scale) on
an oxidised glass surface by the creation of a Si-O-Si bond. Whether the sur-
face of PDMS is oxidised in plasma or not, it does not allow the water, glycerol,
methanol or ethanol to infiltrate and deform it. Thus, it is possible to use PDMS
with these fluids without fear of micro-structure deformation. The plasma oxida-
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tion protocol require to expose the PDMS and the glass to Oxygen Plasma for 30
s (Power 80 W, Pressure 2 mPa), then make the surfaces in contact with a light
pressure. The now highly hydrophilic surfaces will stick. In order to enhance the
strength of the seal, by promoting Si-O-Si bonds, 2 h of curing at 80  C must
be performed (Figure 1.12). Another technique is to oxidise the glass slide and
the PDMS mould in freshly prepared Piranha solution. Piranha solution is 2:1
v/v H2SO4 : H2O2. The glass slide has to be dipped in the solution for 5 mins,
while the PDMS mould for 10 secs. Dipping the PDMS mould for larger times
may lead to damage to the mould because of strong oxidation. Then samples
has to be rinsed in deionised water at least three times. This step is required to
remove any residual acid as well as to prevent hydrophobic recovery. After that
both the glass slide and the PDMS must be dried using a compressed stream
of dry nitrogen gas. Finally the mould must be placed over the glass slide and
heated at 80 degrees for 2 hours. The Piranha protocol, however, showed to be
less repeatable than the Oxygen Plasma one, and if not done carefully can cause
transparence losses in the PDMS.
1.4.3 Validation
A syringe pump was connected to inlets, and flow was forced trough the system
(Figure 1.13) The syringe pump can control two di↵erent syringes, imposing
di↵erent flow rates on them, calculated before. Syringes were filled with di↵erent
dyes, in order to see the concentration gradient. It was found that the best dyes
are inks from InkJet Printers, due to their tendency to not form aggregates and
consequently not clog the microchannels.
In particular the device was tested with a 1:100 v/v diluted HP Inkjet car-
tridge Black Ink injected into inlet 2. The liquid injected into inlet 1 was just
deionised water (Figure 1.14). The flow rate in both channel was set to the
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Hydrophilic+bond:+
Expose+the+PDMS+and+the+glass+to+
Oxygen+Plasma+for+30+s+(Power+80+W,+
Pressure+2+mPa)+
Make+the+surfaces+in+contact+with+a+light+
pressure.+The+now+highly+hydrophilic+
surfaces+will+sJck.+
Cure+the+assembled+device+for2+at+80°C.+
Figure 1.12: Workflow: protocol for PDMS-Glass hydrophilic bonding.
values q01 and q02 previously calculated in section 1.2. Another protocol was
developed to remove air bubbles from the device, which have the e↵ect to de-
stroy the microfluidic gradient because to their interference with the flow. The
device was submerged into water, and then placed in vacuum for several hours,
in order to have air to flow out the microdevice and be substituted by water.
Experimental concentration profile was analysed by standard image processing
techniques. In particular, once converted the image to greyscale, the image
brightness was inversely correlated to the dye concentration (more black im-
plies more concentration of dye). Then it was selected a line in the image and
the relative brightness, once normalised, was evaluated against analytical and
simulated concentration profile 4.26. The image was previously filtered with a
median filter to smooth the noise.
Profiles of dye distribution within the chamber, c(y), matched the desired
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Figure 1.13: View of the micro device filled with diluted black Ink.
concentration profile (Figures 4.26 and 1.16). Notably, there are plateaus of
zero and maximal concentration in the marginal regions. A better fit would be
obtained if the volumetric fluxes of the streams with zero and maximal concen-
tration injected at the edges would be reduced, because due to the parabolic
shaped velocity profile their streams occupies more width than central streams.
1.5 Results
The simulation was shown to closely follow the desired profile (Figure 1.17).
As it is possible to see experimental results almost agreed with analytical
and simulated one (Figure 1.18), so the fluid dynamics of the microfluidic device
is fully characterised and understood. As it possible to see in figures (Figure
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Figure 1.14: View of the Ink gradient developing within the chamber.
1.16), also in the intermediate zones of the micro device the matching between
simulated and experimental data is almost perfect. The device works properly as
designed. For the fabrication technology the best was the PDMS-Glass one with
the aid of a gas plasma, thanks to its easiness of use and repeatable behaviour.
Also the post-plasma initial hydrophilicity of the micro device helps the fluid
filling the micro channels thanks to capillary interactions. The PDMS-PDMS
hydrophobic bonding demonstrated higher resistance to device burst, but was
discarded because the making process was too long for practical purposes. The
Piranha bonded devices showed performances similar to plasma bonded ones,
but the making process is longer and more hazardous.
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Figure 1.15: View of the Ink gradient within the device vs the simulation. As
it is possible to see the concentration profiles are closely matched.
1.6 Conclusions
An engineered microfluidic concentration GM was successfully developed and
realised. The match between expected, simulated and experimental behaviour
of the device is very close. However the device was still not suitable for cell
culturing, because the hydrophobicity of PDMS was an obstacle to GM perfu-
sion, causing unwanted burst due to the local high pressure. Even PDMS-Glass
devices after 40 min experienced an hydrophobic recovery, in fact. This causes
serious issue when people trying to seed cells from the outlet due to the mas-
sive formation of air bubbles (e↵ect also amplified in medium culture respect to
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water), and very high shear stresses during cell injection phase.
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Figure 1.16: Details of the experimental Ink distribution within the device vs
the simulation one. As it is possible to see the concentration profiles are closely
matched.
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Figure 1.17: Comparison between desired and simulated profile. The two profiles
are very close. The green points represents the discretisation points used for
approximating the exponential profile
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Figure 1.18: Comparison between desired,simulated and experimental concen-
tration profile. All the curves almost collapsed into one, sign that the device is
working properly. The green points represents the discretisation points used for
approximating the exponential profile
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Chapter 2
2D Microfluidic Bioreactor:
new design
Designing a microfluidic perfusion culture system involves many
decisions, including the choice of materials, microfluidic lay-
out, fabrication process, packaging, and sterilisation technique.
PDMS has appealing properties: low autofluorescence, biocom-
patibility and low cost. Despite the advantages it presents high
hydrophobicity, and also water vapour and gas can readily per-
meate PDMS, potentially causing unwanted evaporation and bub-
ble formation. In order to improve the micro device, a new lay-
out was generated. The culture chamber was enlarged, so that a
glass coverslip seeded with cells in a normal multi well or petri
dish could be enclosed. There was the need of making long time
stable hydrophilic PDMS, in order to allow capillary forces to
remove the air bubbles. Using nonionic surfactants mixed with
the PDMS it was obtained hydrophic behaviour. The PDMS
was then enclosed between two Plexiglas pieces, allowing it to
be sealed just by pressure. A CFD analysis of device ”robust-
ness” was done, evaluating the sensitivity of formed gradient to
di↵erent flow conditions from nominal case.
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2.1 Introduction
Designing a microfluidic perfusion culture system involves many decisions, in-
cluding the choice of material, microfluidic layout, fabrication process, pack-
aging, and sterilisation technique (27, 28). Furthermore requirements such as
sterility and biocompatibility are non-negotiable. Other design parameters are
dictated by the intended application and assay method; the incorporation of
cells into the system contributes another important factor that a↵ects the sys-
tem design and fabrication. For example, surface modification procedures to
facilitate cell attachment and cell culture configuration, i.e. cells are cultured as
2D monolayers or in 3D sca↵olds or gels, may subsequently place restrictions on
the design, fabrication and assembly of the system. PDMS has good properties
for microscopy; it has low autofluorescence when compared with many plastics
used in microfabrication (29), making it suitable for fluorescence imaging ap-
plications. PDMS presents an appealing set of properties that are suitable for
constructing general microfluidic perfusion culture systems. Despite the advan-
tages to using PDMS, it presents high hydrophobicity, and also water vapour
and organic solvents can readily permeate PDMS, potentially causing unwanted
evaporation and changes in osmolality, (30, 31) which is detrimental to cell cul-
ture. Microfluidic perfusion culture systems are also susceptible to failure by air
bubble disruption of the cell culture due to their enclosed nature, small dimen-
sions and the constant introduction of new culture media. The presence of air
bubbles in a microfluidic perfusion culture system is undesirable as they obstruct
fluid flow and kill cells at the gas-liquid interface. Air bubbles can arise from
residual air due to incomplete priming of the system or spontaneous formation
at defect sites. Air bubble kinetics can be divided into 2 phases i.e. nucleation
and growth. The growth of existing air bubbles within the microfluidic system
2.1 Introduction
is governed by the Laplace equation: Pi = Patm + 2 /R where Pi (Pa) is the
internal bubble pressure, Patm (Pa) is the ambient pressure outside the air bub-
ble,   (N/m) is the surface tension and R (m) is the air bubble radius (32).
The condition for stability i.e. Pi > Patm tends to drive gas di↵usion out of
the air bubble, which helps to collapse it. Therefore, priming of the microflu-
idic perfusion culture system under high pressure, known as blind filling (33),
helps to collapse residual air bubbles that are not flushed out of the system.
The GM developed in the previous chapter was fine from an engineering point
of view. In fact it was able to generate large controlled concentration gradients
in few millimetres, but it proved to be unreliable for cell culturing, due to the
hydrophobicity of PDMS. The main issue was:
1. Hydrophobic recovery of PDMS. In fact gas plasma treated PDMS in fact
shows an hydrophobic recovery in around 40 minutes, leaving out the pos-
sibility of sterilising and stocking it before the use;
2. The second problem was the di culty in removing bubbles in microchan-
nels (e↵ect also amplified in medium culture respect to water). This also
caused device bursts due to the local high pressure in trying to remove
bubbles from micro channels;
3. Another problem was the entrance of the bubbles in the device. Bubble
enter the device due to PDMS gas permeability (in incubator the e↵ect
was increased respect to room temperature/pressure);
4. Finally the device should be sealed by just pressure, allowing to insert a
glass/plastic slide already with seeded cells into the device and starting
the experiment, but with just seeding the cells via outlet channel injection
let them experience an high grade of shear stress, and so a large part of
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cells died. For this reason this system did not allow to control cell seeding
density. . . .
In order to improve the micro device, a new layout was generated. It showed
a bigger chamber, where a glass coverslip seeded with cells in a normal multi well
or petri dish could be enclosed (Figure 2.1). Also there was the need of making
stable hydrophilic PDMS, in order to allow capillary forces to remove the air
bubbles themselves. An approach was to use nonionic surfactants mixed with the
PDMS in order to make it act with an hydrophilic behaviour. The hydrophilic
PDMS was then enclosed between two thick Plexiglas pieces, allowing it to be
sealed just by pressure (Figure 2.2). A CFD analysis of the ”robustness” of
the new layout was done, in order to understand the sensitivity of the formed
gradient to di↵erent flow conditions from the nominal case.
2.2 The new layout
As depicted in Figure 2.1, the new layout is composed by a 19 mm x 23 mm
culture chamber, where a small coverslip (18 mm x 18 mm) could be inserted
after cells seeding over it. Since the chamber is big respect previous case, also
the channels should be larger. In fact now the channel width w is 250 µm
and channel height h is 200 µm. The number of layers N in this case is three
instead of four in order to reduce the size of the device. The serpentine channels
were generated with the MATLAB library described in the previous chapter.
The hydrophilic PDMS was then enclosed between two thick Plexiglas pieces,
allowing it to be sealed just by pressure (Figure 2.2), because the PDMS itself
acts as a gasket.
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Large Culture Chamber 
There should be the possibility to 
seed a 18x18 mm glass coverslip 
with cells outside, then insert it into 
the bioreactor 
f=10x 
Figure 2.1: View of the gradient maker new layout. The new chamber size
allows cells to be seeded and let proliferate outside the GM.
2.2.1 ”Node” size determination
Literature about gradient makers is wide, but no considerations about the proper
”Node” size are available (Figure 2.3). In this section we demonstrated how to
choose the proper node size for a microfluidic gradient maker, by just minimising
a proper cost function. In a microfluidic GM node it is important to limit the
lateral solute di↵usion, in order to avoid unwanted mixing in the node, and
choose the lateral hydraulic resistance as low as possible, in order to avoid lateral
pressure di↵erences that could lead to not easily controllable flow patterns. As
reported in (34), the expression of hydraulic resistance in a square channel is
given by the following expression:
R =
12⌘L
wh3
241  nX
n,odd
1
n5
192
⇡5
h
w
tanh
⇣
n⇡
w
2h
⌘35 1 (2.1)
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Nonionic 
Surfactant Hydrophilic PDMS!! 
Plexiglas 
Plexiglas 
PDMS 
Device: 
Figure 2.2: View of the new device fabrication method. Top: steps for mak-
ing hydrophilic PDMS. Bottom: scheme of the new device sealing. Two thick
Plexiglas pieces connected by nuts and bolts clamp the hydrophilic PDMS.
L w 
Z 
n 
Z/n 
Figure 2.3: View of the typical lengths within the micro device. Z represents
the Node Width, L the Node Length and w is micro channels width. n is the
number of micro channels that are feeder by the last node.
but for practical calculation purposes the series can be truncated at the 25th
term. By labelling with L the node length (Figure 2.3), and with w the serpentine
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micro channel typical width, we can write equation (2.2):
R Transversal
R Longitudinal
(L) =
w
L
h
1 Pnn,odd 1n5 192⇡5 hw tanh  n⇡ w2h ih
1 Pnn,odd 1n5 192⇡5 hL tanh  n⇡ L2h i (2.2)
The equation represents the ratio between the lateral hydraulic resistances
of a node of length w and a node with length L, and has to be kept as low as
possible. From the opposite side we have lateral di↵usion into the micro channel.
The lateral di↵usion length is directly proportional to PeNode = UZ/D. We
can consider the transversal di↵usion of a particle into the flow as 2D di↵usion
because mass transfer is dominated by di↵usion only in cross-sections, as happens
in microchannels. In 2D in a time t a particles will travel an average distance
Ldiff =
p
4Dt from its starting point. If the fluid is moving forward with an
average velocity U we have a di↵usion length of d = UL2/4D. After that
distance we can consider the concentration profile to be almost homogeneous.
Since the node width Z is 38 mm, the average velocity U in the node becomes
(v01 + v02)w/Z = Uw/Z. The typical di↵usion distance of interest, however, is
not the whole node width, but the minimum distance between the serpentine
channels inlets, namely Z/n, where n is the maximum number of micro channels
that go out from the node. But the interface between two fluid streams is placed
near to the half distance between two serpentine inlets, so the e↵ective free
di↵usion space goes down to Z/2n. For robustness purposes, finally, we decided
to split in half this distance another time, so the maximum (considered node)
di↵usion length is Z/4n. If we consider the ratio between the Node Length and
the chosen Di↵usion Length we can write equation (2.3):
Node Length
Diffusion Length
(L) = L
"
U
w
Z
✓
Z
n
◆2 1
4D
# 1
(2.3)
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The cost function to minimise was just the sum of equations (2.2) and (2.3):
c.f.(L) = 2
R Longitudinal
R Transversal
(L) +
Node Length
Diffusion Length
(L). (2.4)
As it is possible to see from Fig. 2.4, the final chosen value of 5 mm for the
Node Length was around the minimum of the selected cost function. In this
work we decided to use the node size obtained with n = 9 (that is the minimum
di↵usion length possible in the micro device) for each node in the device, but
considering di↵erent node lengths within the micro device related to n coming
out from each node is also possible (21).
0.0001 0.0010 0.0100 0.1000
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
L (m)
c.
f.(
L)
Nodes
Figure 2.4: View of the cost function value related to node length L. The dash-
dot line is related to the chosen Node length value of 5 mm.
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2.3 Concentration gradient robustness evaluation
via CFD
A rigorous analysis of flow through such networks can be achieved using com-
putational fluid dynamic (CFD) analysis. Parametric sweeps of either boundary
conditions (i.e. inlets flow speed) or fluid properties could be performed in order
to gain insight on microdevice behaviour. CFD simulations of the microfluidic
concentration gradient generator were performed in ANSYS Fluent, in order to
evaluate the inlet flow conditions that allow the device to form a proper concen-
tration gradient in the culture chamber. The e↵ect of di↵erent Peclet number,
obtained by varying diluted specie di↵usion coe cient and average chamber flow
rate from 1/100 to 100 times the nominal value, was evaluated. Also the e↵ect on
chamber concentration profile shape by varying the inlets flow ratio (from 1/10
to 10 times the nominal value at a fixed Peclet number) was investigated. The
goal of the study was to find an e↵ective working window for the microdevice.
2.3.1 Peclet Number Sweep
In using the Campbell et. al. (21) algorithm we have to set nominal in-
lets average velocity (v01,v02) or pressure, depending on the favoured control
strategy. In particular it was decided to consider the nominal velocity average
U = (v01 + v02)/2 as velocity control variable.The nominal velocity U0 was set
to 9.5 · 10 4m/s. Meanwhile we have to choose a nominal di↵usion coe cient
D0 = 5 · 10 10m2/s, in order to choose the proper lengths for serpentine mi-
cro channels that allows the complete mixing of the streams. The question we
analysed in this section is: what happens if we vary the conditions from the
nominal ones, so by changing the flow average speed or the di↵usion coe cient
D (always maintaining fixed the v01/v02 ratio to k0=3.75). In particular we
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decided to sweep U/U0 and D/D0 in the interval 10 2-102. Pe number, defined
previously in eq. (1.8), which is the parameter controlling the mixing length, is
dependent on both average velocity and di↵usion coe cient, so for each swept
U/U0 there are n related D/D0, leading to a Pe 2D map (Fig. 2.5). Obviously
we had to make a discrete sampling on U and D, so we choose for U/U0 and
D/D0 the values of 1/100, 1/10, 1/5, 1/2, 1, 2, 5, 10, 100. The map in Fig. 2.5
is obtained by contour plot of Pe corresponding to these values.
Figure 2.5: Contour plot of Peclet Map. U0 and D0 are the nominal average
inlet velocity and nominal di↵usion coe cient, respectively. U and D are the
swept average inlet velocity and di↵usion coe cient.
2.3.2 Inlet Ratio Sweep
In this section we decided to perform an analysis complementary to section
above: we maintained Pe number to nominal value (950, with U and D either
to nominal value), but we varied the inlet ratio v01/v02 from the nominal one.
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In nominal conditions, by following the algorithm of Campbell et al. (21), k0 =
v01/v02 = 3.75. By maintaining constant the flow rate coming from the inlets
and varying the ratio k0 for a constant k we have that:
(
v1 + v2 = U0
v1   kk0v2 = 0
(2.5)
from which we obtain:
AIC = 2k + n ln(RSS/n) (2.6)
8>><>>:
v1 = U0
1
k0k + 1
v2 = U0
k0k
k0k + 1
(2.7)
We chose to analyse the variations in profiles for k ranging between 10 1-10,
with in particular k= 10,5,2,1.5,1.2,1.1, 1, 1/1.1, 1/1.2, 1/1.5, 1/2, 1/5, 1/10.
The chosen velocities are summarised in Fig. 2.6.
2.3.3 Mesh and Numerical Resolution
Simulations were performed, as in previous chapter, with FLUENT fluid dynam-
ics package of Ansys. The grid consisted of cubic elements with 25µm edge, cor-
responding, approximately, to the viscosity-dependent typical dimension µ/⇢U .
This leads to a mesh of 80 elements in each cross section of the mixing channel,
thus in agreement with the recommendation by Hussong (25), regarding how
to accurately describe the velocity fields. A second order discretisation scheme
was used to solve all the governing equations; using higher-order scheme did not
lead to any significant change. Simulations were typically considered converging
when the normalised residuals for velocities were stationary with iterations and
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Figure 2.6: View of v1 and v2 in function of k. The values k assumes are
:10,5,2,1.5,1.2,1.1, 1, 1/1.1, 1/1.2, 1/1.5, 1/2, 1/5, 1/10, and are shown by black
dashed lines.
fell below 10 6.The steadiness of the solution with iterations was also assessed
by checking the velocity and concentration field in the outlet section of the mix-
ing channels at di↵erent iterations. As mentioned above, here the concentration
field is discretised using the same mesh size as the velocity field. Also in this
case boundary conditions consisted of no-slip velocity and no-mass-flux at the
channel walls, a constant ambient pressure at the chamber outlet, while at the
two inlets a plug flow with velocities v01 and v02, calculated with the previously
proposed algorithm, were imposed. Concentration profiles at the chamber outlet
were compared.
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2.3.4 Results
2.3.4.1 Peclet Number Sweep
Concentration profiles taken at the chamber outlet obtained with di↵erent U and
D values were compared to desired profile. An RMS error between desired and
simulated profile was used as discriminator. Figure 2.8 shows the 2D map of Root
Means Squared (RMS) errors obtained at di↵erent U andD values. The diagonal
lines are at constant Pe, as can be seen in the figure. If we plot the RMS values in
function of just the Pe number we obtain Figure 2.7, which shows that, for high
Pe, the RMS is almost negligible, giving a ”Working Zone” for the device (green
highlighted zone). So if the Pe is in the ”green zone”, which corresponds to the
”blue zone” of the 2D map, the device is generating properly the concentration
gradient. The Pe number range that falls in the working zone is quite wide,
so the device is robust in this sense, because there are no strict requirements
for flow speed (so there is not the need of a very precise pump) and species
di↵usion (meaning that also there is not the need of measuring/estimating the
specie di↵usion coe cient with high grade of precision), if the chamber Pe is >
10.
2.3.4.2 Inlet Ratio Sweep
The inlet ratio sweep instead shows that the device sensitivity to k parameter,
which is the ratio between the inlets velocities, is quite pronounced. In fact
Figure 2.9 shows that the RMS error reach low values only in a small interval,
specifically k 2 [0.9; 1.5], so the e↵ective working window is narrower than pre-
vious case, implying that the inlets velocity ratio is a critical parameter to take
into account. However knowing the e↵ective working range can give useful hints
also in this case. In particular it makes possible to choose a peristaltic pump
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Figure 2.7: View of RMS error between desired and simulated concentration
profile. The ”green zone” is the e↵ective working zone of the device.The Pe
number range that falls in the working zone is quite wide, so the device could be
considered robust to chamber Pe variations (if Pe >10).
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Figure 2.8: View of RMS error map between desired and simulated concentration
profile. The ”blue zone” is the e↵ective working zone of the device.The Pe number
range that falls in the working zone is quite wide, so the device could be considered
robust to chamber Pe variations (if Pe >10).
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Figure 2.9: View of RMS error map between desired and simulated concentration
profile. As it is possible to see here the e↵ective working window is narrower
than previous case. In particular only the interval k 2 [0.9; 1.5] is suitable for
microdevice proper working.
instead of syringe pump, if the ratio between the tube diameters falls within the
k working range, reducing the cost of the lab equipment needed for the device
to work and letting the device to be perfused longer thanks to peristaltic pump
nature.
2.4 Making Hydrophilic PDMS
The outstanding characteristics of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) owe its exten-
sive use to the fact that it is a base material for the microfluidic devices manufac-
turers. In spite of favorable physical and chemical properties, the hydrophobic
surface of PDMS is a handicap when pumping aqueous solutions through mi-
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crochannels using only capillary forces. There are several techniques to achieve
a hydrophilic behaviour of PDMS, but most of them face the problem of hy-
drophobic recovery after a short period of time while most commercial microde-
vices require long storage and distribution times. The use of surfactant-added
PDMS provides a method to overcome hydrophobicity and to control the hy-
drophobic recovery over a long period of time. Two non-ionic surfactants, Brij 35
and Tween 20, were added in various mass percentages (1%, 2%, 3%) to PDMS
(Sylgard 184). Water contact angle measurements were taken in order to char-
acterise the hydrophilic behaviour of the modified PDMS. An exponential decay
model was used for characterising the contact angle behaviour over time. Also
microchannels with di↵erent width (from 50 to 400 µm) were realised with the
modified PDMS. Measurements of capillary-driven flow speed for each channel
size were taken and compared.
2.4.1 Contact angle characterisation
Brij 35 is a solid compound that is soluble in water, ethanol and methanol. In
order to mix it with the PDMS prepolymer it had to be diluted in water at 30%
w/v. Tween 20 instead at environment temperature is a viscous liquid, so it
can directly be added to PDMS prepolymer. Five kind of PDMS samples with
added surfactant were prepared with the following protocol:
1. PDMS monomer and cross linking agent were mixed at 10:1 w/w ratio,
following the kit Sylgard 184 instructions;
2. Surfactant was added to the mixture, in order to achieve 1%, 2% or 3%
w/w ratio between monomer and surfactant solution;
3. The mixture was then stirred and let to degas for at least two hours in
vacuum. The time is long because the surfactant has the tendency to trap
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Figure 2.10: View of contact angle of water on PDMS/Brij 3% over time
air inside the mixture;
4. The polymer is then cast into the mould (a standard Petri dish) and let
to cure at 60 degrees overnight. . . .
For each kind of modified PDMS, water contact angle was measured with a
custom analysis system. On each of n=6 samples for each kind of PDMS was
deposed a 5 µL drop of deionised water. With the instrument camera were taken
movies of the contact angle varying during 10 minutes time (Figure 2.10), that
had been analysed with the Contact Angle Toolbox of Fiji.
The dynamic contact angle for each surfactant/PDMS ratio during time was
taken as the point wise average of the n=6 samples. The contact angle data
were then fitted with an exponential model, in order to evaluate the charac-
teristic time of contact angle drop. Literature showed that usually the contact
angle shows a mono exponential or bi-exponential decay (35). By using Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) (36), the mono-exponential model was proven to
be the best for fitting the data. AIC is a tool for choosing the best model.
Given a likelihood function L to maximize in the fitting, the criteria considers
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the number of parameters k and the experimental data n.
AIC = 2k   2n log(L) (2.8)
In general terms given a set of candidate models for a data set, the preferred
model is the one with the minimum AIC value. Thus these criterions not only
reward goodness of fit, but also include a penalty that is an increasing function of
the number of estimated parameters. This penalty discourages overfitting, so we
used these criterions to justify the presence of a greater number of parameters
in the new model. By taking a likelihood function based on residual sum of
squared (RSS), the formula above becomes:
AIC = 2k   2n log(RSS/n)RSS =
nX
i=1
(yi   xi)2 (2.9)
where yi is the fitting curve and xi is the experimental data point. AIC values
obtained from mono exponential model were three times lower than the bi-
exponential one, so the former was chosen.
2.4.1.1 Results
Despite Brij 35 and Tween 20 have a di↵erent chemical structure, contact angle
measurements shows in both cases an increased hydrophilicity in PDMS. Fig-
ure 2.11 and ?? show that the contact angle drop is proportional, as could be
expected, to surfactant concentration. In particular the contact angle reach a
minimum of 47 degrees for 3% Brij35, 72   for 2% Brij35, and 76   1% Brij 35.
The Tween20 shows contact angle of 84   in 1% case and 63   for 2% case. The
Tween 20 3% case is not analysed because in that concentration the surfactant
acted as PDMS polymerisation inhibitor. However the surfactant caused a trans-
parency loss within the PDMS (Figure 2.13). The Brij 35 treated PDMS shows
more transparency than the Tween 20 counterpart, so it has to be preferred for
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Figure 2.11: Representation of Contact angle measurements in PDMS/Brij 35
at various concentrations.
microfluidic applications, where a visual inspection is fundamental. Brij 35 also
shows less settling time than Tween 20 at high concentrations, so it is more suit-
able for driving the flow with capillary interactions (Figure 2.14). Even if the
characteristic time is on the order of hours, the hydrophilic borderline is crossed
in few minutes. In the end Brij 35 resulted to perform better than Tween 20 in
any aspect, so it was chosen as surfactant for making the device. Brij 35/PDMS
resulted to have minor characteristic time (3200s for Brij 35 vs 4900s for Tween
20).
2.4.2 Capillary speed measurement
With soft-lithography techniques was built a structures with 8 micro channels of
di↵erent diameters, (50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350 and 400 µm, respectively)
and height 200 µm, as depicted in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.12: Representation of Contact angle measurements in PDMS/Tween
20 at various concentrations.
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Figure 2.13: View of treated PDMS transparency loss, tolerable only in PDM-
S/Brij 35 case.
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Figure 2.14: View of characteristic contact angle drop times. Brij35 shows also
in this case better performances.
Figure 2.15: View of made micro channels with di↵erent diameters, in filled and
not filled state.
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Brij 35 3%-PDMS was cast over the silicon master, let to degas for 2 hours
and then cured for 8 hours at 70  . After detaching the polymer from the master
holes were punched in correspondence of each channel inlet and outlet. The 3%
concentration was chosen because it showed the best hydrophilic performance
in lower settling time and minimum angle reached. The polymer with enclosed
micro channels was then placed over a glass petri dish so sealing the micro chan-
nels, and a drop of deionised water was placed at the micro channels inlets. A
movie of the droplet moving into the micro channel thanks to capillary interac-
tion (yes, now the PDMS is removing the air and sucking water!!), was taken.
The velocity was measured as  x/ t where x is the position of the micro chan-
nel liquid front at a time t. Six movies for each channel were taken and averaged
for having a reliable average velocity measure.
2.4.2.1 Results
As expected the flow speed is the highest in the lowest section micro channel,
slightly decreasing as the micro channel section rises (Figure 2.16). The small
velocity, that increases in largest section capillaries is due to the capillary pres-
sure/hydraulic resistance ratio. In fact, while the capillary pressure is less than
previous case, also the hydraulic resistance (which has a growth law proportional
to the square of channel height) is less, leading to a biggest ratio than previous
cases, that results in higher flow speed.
2.5 Conclusions
Root Mean Square (RMS) di↵erences between expected and simulated behaviour
were analysed. Peclet number was shown to regulate the device performances.
In particular with higher Pe the concentration profile is shown to be closer to
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Figure 2.16: View of average capillary speed in function of duct diameter.
desired one. The working range however is wide. The device was proven to
be more sensitive to inlets flow ratio, which shows a narrow e↵ective working
range instead, but still compatible with common pump requirements. PDMS
modified with Brij 35 resulted to have better features than the one modified
with Tween 20. In particular Brij 35/PDMS resulted to have lesser contact
angle (down to 40   in the long run, instead of 60   related to Tween 20/PDMS),
minor characteristic time (3200s for Brij 35 vs 4900s for Tween 20) and better
transparency of its Tween 20 counterpart. Capillary velocity was measured
in microchannels made with PDMS modified with 3% Brij 35, and the flow
was resulted to be successfully capillary-driven, so eliminating the bubbles in
the micro channels autonomously, without the need of pressurising the system.
However while the new layout was proven to be easier to use with cells, the device
was still not usable for cell culturing, in fact interactions of hydrophilic PDMS
with the surfactants inside the medium culture led into pouring from inlets and
micro channels network. So the cell culturing problem was still unresolved.
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Chapter 3
Cell Perfusion within a 2D
concentration gradient
bioreactor
In this chapter, cell experiments using a 2D concentration gra-
dient maker are described. BJ skin fibroblasts (foreskin fibrob-
lasts) were seeded on an 18 mm x 18 mm glass coverslip, which
was inserted in the microdevice culture chamber. The whole de-
vice was made in Plexiglas by laser micromachining (microchan-
nels width of 250 µm), and sealed with a nuts and bolts locking
system. A thin PDMS layer was used as gasket. This solution
was chosen in order to allow users to seed the cells in a glass
slide with common culture techniques, and then place it in the
gradient maker, starting the perfusion afterward. A 10x shaped
concentration H2O2 gradient [0;10 2] mM was let to flow in
the culture chamber for 3h. The percentage of live cells/total
cells for each zone was evaluated by Live/Dead assay, in order
to evaluate the e↵ect of H2O2 on seeded cells. A dose-response
curve was successfully extracted pharmacologically relevant pa-
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rameters such as the concentration required to kill half the mem-
bers of a tested population after a specified test duration, the
so-called LC50.
3.1 Introduction
Thermoplastic polymers are highly attractive substrate materials for microflu-
idic systems, with important benefits in the development of low cost disposable
devices for a host of bioanalytical applications. They have also interesting fea-
tures such as hydrophilicity, negligible small molecule adsorption, and negligible
gas permeability (for avoiding uncontrolled bubble growth in microchannels).
Laser micromachining is a promising method for making thermoplastic devices
employing microchannels (37, 38, 39). It is a highly precise, fast and contactless
alternative to classic machining. In this part a laser micro machined Plexiglas
micro device was used, avoiding hydrophobicity and gas-permeation problems
relative to the initially appealing PDMS. A thin PDMS layer was however used
as gasket. The channel layout was the same as previous chapter, that was found
to be robust and reliable, and also allowed users to seed the cells in a glass slide
with common culture techniques. Cells will be then seeded in a glass slide and
placed in the gradient maker, starting the perfusion experiment afterward. A
10x shaped concentration H2O2 gradient [0;10 2] mM was let to flow in the cul-
ture chamber for 3h. H2O2 was chosen as toxicant due to its high lethality and
fast action time, so a short time perfusion is enough for assessing its e↵ects on
cell cultures. The percentage of live cells/total cells for each zone was evaluated
by Live/Dead assay, in order to evaluate the e↵ect of H2O2 on seeded cells. A
dose-response curve was successfully extracted and pharmacologically relevant
parameters such as LC50 (concentration required to kill half the members of a
tested population after a specified test duration) measured.
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3.2 Layout
The proposed layout was similar of the previous chapter one, as can be seen in
Figure 3.1. In fact also this time there is a Plexiglas-PDMS-Plexiglas sandwich,
but this time the micro channels are directly machined on the polymer, and the
PDMS is a thin layer which acts just as gasket. A nuts and bolts locking system
(Figure 3.2) was used to ensure the tightness of the sealing.
Plexiglas 
Plexiglas 
PDMS 
Device: 
Figure 3.1: New layout of the GM. In this case micro channels are directly
engraved into the PMMA bottom piece, and the PDMS is directly bonded with
the top PMMA part.
Figure 3.2: View of the assembled device. The six M6 nuts and bolts system
ensured a very tight and uniform sealing pressure.
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Figure 3.3: Magnification (15x) of a micro channel ablated by laser micro ma-
chining.
3.2.1 Laser Micromachining PMMA
In recent years, microfluidics has emerged as an advanced technology for an-
alytical, biological, diagnostics and biomedical research. For the fabrication of
microfluidic devices, polymers have become more and more important compared
with conventional materials such as silicon and glass due to a number of advan-
tages such as low cost, ease of fabrication and bulk material properties. A large
number of polymer microfabrication technologies have been established. These
technologies can be divided into two main groups: replication techniques (40), in
which a master structure is replicated onto the polymer material, and the direct
technique (41, 42), in which each single device is manufactured separately. For
a small number of devices, replication methods such as hot embossing and injec-
tion moulding are not only complex but also expensive compared with a direct
technique such as laser ablation. Laser micromachining is a promising method
for making polymer devices employing microchannels. It is a highly precise,
fast and contactless alternative to classic machining. A number of groups have
investigated laser ablation of polymers (43, 44). Klank (37) and Snakenborg
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(45) investigated the use of a commercial CO2 laser system for the fabrication
of polymethyl-methacrylate (PMMA) microfluidic systems. The laser ablation
mechanism is a complex combination of photochemical and photothermal pro-
cesses (43). This means that some chemical bonds of the substance are broken
directly during the process of photon absorption while others are broken ther-
mally by the released heat of those excited molecules that do not break up
photochemically. Whenever the focused laser beam meets the workpiece sur-
face, the temperature of the irradiated spot will rise so rapidly that the material
will first melt and then decompose and vaporise, leaving a void in the workpiece
(39). When the laser beam moves across the workpiece surface, it creates a
pool of molten polymer in a spot where it impinges on the surface. The pool is
driven away from the hot spot to all directions by the heated gas of the vapor-
ising plastics, while most of the melted material re-solidify in the wake of the
beam. In this manner, the moving laser beam is able to cut structures such as
channels and wells into the workpiece. PMMA is fast burning thermoplastic.
Below the glass transition temperature Tg, it remains in a glassy state. When
the temperature increases beyond glass transition, it reaches a rubbery state.
At higher temperatures between 170 10  C and 210 10  C, long-range deforma-
tions of chains of molecules occur. It is generally accepted that PMMA degrades
thermally by chain depolymerisation, yielding MMA as the only decomposition
product. This type of degradation is, in its general character, the reverse of
polymerisation.
In this case a .DXF CAD file, generated with the previously described MAT-
LAB library, defined the area to be laser ablated. Hence PMMA was fabricated
at Plex Factory (Montopoli Val d’Arno, Pisa, Italy), and it is shown in Figure
3.5. The channel width was 250 µm, while the channel depth was 2.5 mm, so
precipitating the hydraulic resistances in the network and shear stress in the
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culture chamber (Figure 3.3). The flow chamber was not flat due to the nature
of the laser machining, but in low Re the roughness e↵ect on flow is negligible.
Figure 3.4: View of the laser ablated PMMA piece. The culture chamber bottom
is not flat, but the e↵ects on flow field are negligible due to the low Re.
3.2.2 Assembling
As depicted in Figure 3.1, the device is composed by a bottom PMMA piece
where the micro channels are groved, a thin layer of PDMS (that in this case is
Sylgard r184), and a blank piece of PMMA. 6 mm aligned holes were made in
the plexiglas, in which a nuts and bolts system connected the two polymeric parts
(Figure 3.2). Also holes for inlets and outlet were made in the blank PMMA
in correspondence of inlets and outlets of the bottom parts. The holes were 3.7
mm diameter, so a LUER lock (3.8 mm diameter) could fit and be mechanically
locked into them, acting as non pouring device-to-world connection (Figure 4.26).
The PDMS was deposed on this part as a thin layer with the aid of a spatula,
left to degas and uniform for 2 hours, and finally cured overnight at 60 degrees,
obtaining a PMMA part coated with PDMS. The PDMS was so thin to not clog
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Figure 3.5: View of the laser ablated PMMA piece. The culture chamber bottom
is not flat, but the e↵ects on flow field are negligible due to the low Re.
the inlets/outlet channels and interfere with the nuts and bolts of the locking
system. The device was perfused with water/dye in order to evaluate if the
simulated profile was close to experimental one. As in Chapter 2 case, the two
profiles are quite close (Figure 4.26). Also the device was filled with cell medium
culture obtaining a complete filling without bubbles formation, sign that with
this design also bubble formation problems were avoided (Figure 3.7)
3.2.3 Perfusion System
The perfusion system was composed by the Bioreactor, two bubble traps in
series to the flow inlets (Figure 3.8), a multi channel peristaltic pump (Figure
3.9), and reservoirs (Figure 3.10). The bubble traps were needed in order to
eliminate bubbles that nucleates spontaneously in the silicone tube during the
peristaltic pumping, but also if they are only half-filled with culture medium
they acts as hydraulic capacitor in parallel with the micro device, so acting as
lowpass filter in order to smooth the pulsations of the peristaltic pump, allowing
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between simulated and experimental concentration pro-
file. As in Chapter 2, there is a close matching between the two profiles.
cells in the culture chamber to experience continuous flow. The reservoirs have
di↵erent size because the larger one contains blank culture medium, while the
smaller one contains a 10 2 mM solution of H2O2 in medium culture. At the
bigger reservoir was connected a 1 mm inner diameter silicone tube, while a
0.5 mm inner diameter silicone tube was connected to the other one. The inlet
flows ratio k is the ratio between the tube inner sections. In this case k = 4,
which falls in the robust working zone analysed in the previous chapter (nominal
k0 = 3.75. k = 4 is included in the interval k0 · [0.9; 1.5]), allowing to use a single
peristaltic pump varying just the inlets diameter tubes.
3.3 Cell toxicity tests
BJ skin fibroblasts were seeded on an 18 mm x 18 mm glass coverslip, which was
inserted in the microdevice culture chamber. This solution was chosen in order
to allow users to seed the cells in a glass slide with common culture techniques,
and then place it in the gradient maker, starting the perfusion afterward. A
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between simulated and experimental concentration pro-
file. As in Chapter 2, there is a close matching between the two profiles.
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Figure 3.8: View of the Bioreactor and Bubble traps/lowpass filter parts.
10x shaped concentration H2O2 gradient [0;10 2] mM was let to flow in the
culture chamber for 3h. The percentage of live cells/total cells for each zone was
evaluated by Live/Dead assay, in order to evaluate the e↵ect of H2O2 on seeded
cells.
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Peristaltic Pump 
Figure 3.9: View of the peristaltic pump part.
Reservoir 
Figure 3.10: View of the two reservoirs. The larger one contains blank culture
medium, while the smaller one contains a 10 2 mM solution of H2O2 in medium
culture.
3.3.1 Cell tests
The cell test protocol was the following:
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1. BJ skin fibroblasts were seeded on an 18 mm x 18 mm glass coverslip,
which was placed into a 6-wells multi well plate.
2. Cells were left to arrive at complete confluence, because a uniform slide
coverage was needed for detecting cells di↵erences due to H2O2 concentra-
tion gradients.
3. At the beginning of the experiment the seeded coverslip was placed into
the bioreactor;
4. The bioreactor was sealed with the nuts and bolts and then filled with
medium culture.
5. A 3 h perfusion at 56 µL/min (in the lower section channel, the other one
is 4 times the value) was then started, where a 10x shaped concentration
H2O2 gradient [0;10 2] mM was let to flow in the culture chamber.
6. After 3 h perfusion the device was disassembled and the coverslip was
processed with Live/Dead fluorescence assay kit.
7. Fluorescence images of the glass coverslips were then acquired in green and
red channels. The coverslip was divided in 6 x 10 sections.
8. Images were processed and the local cell viability evaluated as % of Live
cells (Green area) divided by Total cells (Green+Red area). . . .
3.4 Results
The H2O2 gradient was shown to selectively kill the cells depending on H2O2
concentration, as depicted in Figure 3.11. A dose-response curve was then ex-
trapolated from Live/Dead assay data . A 3h perfusion LC50 of 2 µM was suc-
cessfully evaluated in our bioreactor with a one-shot experiment (Figure 3.12).
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H202 
Figure 3.11: View of cells viability in function of coverslip position. As it is
possible to note the percentage of live cells (green) depends directly on hydrogen
peroxide concentration.
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Figure 3.12: View of the extrapolated dose-response curve. An LC50 of 2 µM
was successfully evaluated.
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3.5 Conclusions
A dose-response curve was successfully extrapolated in a one-shot experiment,
and a LC50 successfully evaluated. This kind of approach could be easily ex-
tended to other drug or pollutant in order to extract parameters of interests
such as LC50. The device could also have several applications in pharmacologi-
cal testing and chemotaxis research. An intrinsic limit of the GM, with respect
to static microwell plates, is that the cells state evaluation must be done al-
ways by imaging methods, di↵erently from common colorimetric assays typical
of multi well cells cultures.
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Chapter 4
3D Concentration Gradient
Maker
Soluble species spatial gradients are known for their morphogenic
action during cell development, and they take place in a 3D envi-
ronment. Also gradients of mechanical properties could lead cell
migration and di↵erentiation, and in the body also them are de-
veloped in 3D. During my thesis I bring the paradigms for build-
ing a concentration gradient from 2D to 3D. A novel 3D Con-
centration Gradient Maker, able to generate three-dimensional
concentration gradients, was developed, which could be used scaf-
folds perfusion or stimulation with a 3D concentration gradient.
The device also could be applied to build hydrogel matrixes with a
3D gradient of mechanical properties, as we demonstrated within
the chapter. CFD analysis was used to develop the device; FEA
and experimental studies were used to validate the 3D gradient
of sti↵ness. The device and its application could have several
applications in studying phenomena related to cell chemotaxis
and mechanotaxis, but also on di↵erentiation in simultaneous
presence of gradients of both soluble chemical species and sub-
strates sti↵ness.
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4.1 Introduction
It has been proven that homeotic genes responsible for cellular specialisation
(46, 47) are activated by specific temporal and spatial gradients of soluble com-
pounds, the so-called morphogens (48, 49, 50). An example of morphogen is
the Sonic Hedgehog Homolog (SHH), a protein of the Hedgehog family (present
only in mammals). This protein plays a key role in the di↵erentiation of tis-
sues making up the limbs, hands, feet, and in the organization of the nervous
system(51, 52, 53). For example, in the last decade has been found that SHH
plays a fundamental role in the development of the central nervous system of
mice. The concentration gradient of SHH enables the correct positioning of eyes
at the sides of what would become the nasal cavity. Around the seventh day of
embryonic life, a SHH gradient, that allows the cell growing around it to spe-
cialize and to organize, is released by cells of the notochord. The SHH plays the
same role in the human embryo (54). Recent in vivo experiments performed on
samples of mouse and zebra fish have shown that the presence of gradients of
certain substances have a repulsive e↵ect on the expansion of endothelial cells
that make up the blood vessels. The cells placed on area of development stop
growing in that direction when they feel an increasing concentration of Sema3A,
Ephrin B2, Slit-2 and Netrin-1 (protein chemo-repulsive) (55). Other gradients,
however, promote cell growth and therefore the expansion of vascular tissue in
certain directions (56, 57). In this case the cells of the vascular tissue grow when
they detect an increasing concentration of VEGF and Slit-2 (chemo-attractive
protein)(58, 59). The Slit-2 assumes the role of chemical attractant or repulse
depending on receptor, which binds it. If it is bonded to Robo-1 promotes
growth, while if it is bonded to the Robo-4 exerts opposite action (58). These
concentration changes are necessary for the development of vascular system and
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ensure the correct presence of it throughout the human body and therefore the
necessary support of nutrients at any tissue. It is therefore very interesting to
be able to recreate those chemical gradients in order to mimic biological phe-
nomena driven by them. Because human being and each its tissue is a complex
three-dimensional structure, to fully understand the phenomena that act within
it, it is necessary to reproduce the physiological signal in a 3D environment.
Gradients of mechanical properties are also proven to influence cell migration,
di↵erentiation and activity (5, 60, 61). For example, a durotaxis i.e., migration
guided by substrate rigidity, was discovered for fibroblasts on substrates with
step-gradients in their mechanical compliance(62). As Engler and his group
demonstrated, the most straightforward way to create substrates with continu-
ous variations in mechanical compliance is to control the crosslinking density of
the substrates (5). This can be achieved by tuning the monomer/crosslinker ra-
tio during polymerization. Materials with gradients in crosslinker concentration
that extend over several centimeters or millimeters could be generated easily
using a gradient generator (63).In literature microfluidic devices were mainly
developed to generate two dimensional (2D) concentration gradients, which are
far too simple for mimicking a real physiological environment. The first 2D
concentration gradient bioreactor has been developed by Whitesides in 2000 (1),
but over the years many di↵erent 2D concentration gradient generators appeared
(21, 22, 64). Whitesides and his followers however have always developed other
variations of this bioreactor, but always preserving the two-dimensionality of the
developed concentration gradient. For example there were developed microde-
vices capable of creating monotonic nonlinear shaped concentration gradients in
the culture chamber(65), but neither of those allow creating a 3D soluble species
gradient. Also the Institute of Biomedical Engineering of National University
of Taiwan has developed another device, with a geometric structure di↵erent
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from those before mentioned, in 2008 (66). This device however, while showing
a di↵erent approach from Whitesides’ one, was not either able to generate a
three-dimensional concentration gradient. The gradient maker (GM) developed
in this thesis preserves some characteristics of its 2D predecessors, such as: a
microchannels network able to generate monotonic soluble species gradients, and
a chamber where cells/tissues can be placed and stimulated by the chemical gra-
dient. The flow regime in the GM chamber had to be steady and laminar, but
with low Reynolds number, in order to maintain a stable concentration gradient.
In these flow conditions fluid streams flow side-by-side, so the mixing is driven
by species di↵usion, with di↵usion length proportional to Peclet number (typi-
cally   1 in liquids), and convective mixing e↵ects are typically neglected (67).
This allows predicting and controlling the gradient shape with great accuracy.
In this work we first developed and characterized our microfluidic device using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in order to select the optimal topology
and flow rate. Then the device has been realised using 3D rapid prototyping
techniques. Prototype performances have been tested on a hydrogel matrix used
as tissue model, placed in the GM chamber. Two dye solutions have been used
as ”morphogens” in order to analyse the e↵ective formation of a 3D concen-
tration gradient not only in the GM chamber but also inside the ”tissue”. As
discussed before, a GM can be used to fabricate a substrate with a gradient of
mechanical properties: such technologies have only been very recently realised
through the development of microfluidic networks, which one can easily generate
solution and surface gradients (68). Here, thanks to our 3D GM, we developed
a method for fabricating 3D gradients of mechanical properties in a hydrogel,
which could be then perfused with a gradient of a soluble species. The 3D GM
could have several applications in studying phenomena related to cell chemotaxis
and durotaxis, but also on di↵erentiation in simultaneous presence of gradients
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of both soluble chemical species and substrates sti↵ness. The device could be
used in two ways: generating 3D concentration gradients of multiple substances
i.e. growth factors, in order to have di↵erential growth within a sca↵old, and
generating 3D sti↵ness gradient for the same purpose, in order to promote dif-
ferentiation and/or di↵erential durotaxis. A 1-D gradient is usually not enough
for those applications (69, 70).
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Numerical simulations
As in the previous cases the design of 3D GM started with a CFD analysis. Its
performances were evaluated by solving the following set of equations:
r · u = 0 (4.1)
⇢u ·ru+rp = r · [µ(ru+ru+)] + ⇢g. (4.2)
Here u denotes the velocity vector, ⇢ is the fluid density, p the pressure,
µ the viscosity, g the gravity acceleration. In case the di↵usion of a specie is
involved, we have to add the advection-di↵usion equation (4.3) to the governing
equations:
u ·r  = Dr2 . (4.3)
Also In this case we chose to treat the species di↵usion as the mixing of
two identical fluids, each one di↵using in the other with a di↵usion coe cient
D, as did in (23) and (24), instead of tracking the specie concentration. By
imagining to add a small amount of contaminant, i.e. a dye, to one of the
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Figure 4.1: Concept of the 3D GM: view of wireframe and functional parts of
the 3D GM.
fluids (which therefore continue to have the same physical properties) we have
that   indicates the (normalized) dye mass fraction. A three-layer ”Christmas
tree” network, similar to Whitesides’ (1) solution and used in previous works
(71, 72), was used in order to generate a linear concentration gradient through
four trapezoidal inlets of the main GM chamber (the same one of Figure 4.1).
Figure 4.2: CFD simulation of the 3D GM, with normalised concentration pat-
tern (in colour scale) and fluid streamlines (blue lines inside).
The structure consisted of a cubic chamber at the centre of the device (2.4 cm
side length), in which there are the inputs of 4 mixing network perpendicularly
placed. The output of the system is placed on the bottom of x-y plane. The
mixing structure had 8 inputs and 16 outlets, which are inputs of GM chamber.
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The GM chamber had only one output (Figure 4.1). The height of the mixing
channels was set to 300 microns. All pair of input channels were set on the
same average flow rate, while the chemical concentration are equal to Cmin and
Cmax respectively. 3D gradient concentration is obtained thanks di↵erent solute
concentrations in the x-y and z plane. Tetrahedral mesh was used with average
size of 0.05 mm in the inlets and 0.5 mm in the mixing chamber. In this case
the flow regime is highly laminar (Re= 7 in the inlets and Re= 30 in the mixing
chamber). A commercial Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) code, Fluent
12.0 by Ansys Inc., was used to solve the three-dimensional equations of motion.
However there is a limited range of flow rate that allows the formation of the
concentration gradient. In fact, if flow rate is 20 times bigger or lower than the
one reported in Table 1, for example, there is no marked gradient concentration
profile in the GM chamber. Low flow rate enhances the e↵ect of di↵usive mixing,
so the average length in order to have complete mixing due to di↵usion in a 3D
environment UL2/6D (73), where L is the characteristic chamber length and U
is the average velocity, is comparable to chamber length. High flow rate instead
lead to fast convective mixing in the main chamber. By increasing Re, in fact,
fluid inertial e↵ects on fluid streams become bigger, and there is a fast mixing
of liquid streams due to convective e↵ects. The mass exchange between fluid
streams in this case becomes not mainly di↵usion-driven. In water-based systems
Pe is usually   1, and so convective mixing, when occurs, largely predominates
di↵usive mixing.
4.2.2 3D GM fabrication
The mould and the frame of the bioreactor (Figure 4.6-4.10) were made in Acry-
lonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) using a rapid prototyping system (Dimension
Elite Stratasys, U.S.A.). The topology of mould was designed using Solidworks
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software, exported in STL format and then imported in the control software
of Stratasys machine. However we found that we could not directly build the
microfluidics channels with that technique, due to the finite resolution of the 3D
printer. In fact the natural roughness of the 3D printer (250 µm, Figure 4.9)
was comparable to our micro channels size (300 µm), and it could lead to a not
tight sealing and unwanted leakage from the microchannels.
Composite Mould for PDMS core 
PDMS 
3D Printed ABS Frame 
Figure 4.3: Concept of the 3D GM mould.
Figure 4.4: Realisation of SU-8 negative on the silicon wafer.
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Figure 4.5: Plexiglas cover on silicon wafer, with holes for casting PDMS.
In order to avoid that, we made the microchannels mould by casting the
PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) onto a Silicon Wafer, where negative 300µm
SU-8 structures of the microchannels were previously made (Figure 4.4). The
negative photoresist SU-8 (MicroChem, Newton, MA) was spin-coated on the
wafer baked to drive away the solvent and exposed to UV rays (CL-1000 Ultravi-
olet Crosslinker UVP) through a mask. The mask was created using CorelDraw
9.0 and printed on a transparency using a commercial Linotronic-Hercules 3300
dpi high-resolution line printer. The exposed photoresist was baked again to
complete polymerization, and then developed (SU-8 developer, MicroChem) to
dissolve un-irradiated material(74).
A 3D printed base plus a Plexiglas cover (Figure 4.5) was placed over the
silicon wafers in order to act as a mould for the PDMS. The PDMS has been
prepared mixing in weight ratio 10:1 monomer and catalyst. The PDMS solution
was degassed under vacuum, casted in this mould, and then cured overnight at
60 . These parts were then placed in a 3D printed support as shown in Figure
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Figure 4.6: View of the 3D printed ABS support.
2e-f. GM main core was also made in PDMS, prepared as previously described,
by casting the polymer in the previous described. Silicone tubes with an inner
diameter of 2 mm and external diameter of 4 mm have been placed in the GM
inlet positions, before casting process of PDMS in the mould began. After PDMS
casting the mould has been cured for 7 hours at 70 C.
With this procedure, the PDMS was not completely stuck to the PDMS
positive parts of the mould, so we was able to extract the GM core from the
mould without destroying both the mould and GM core. As it is possible to
see in Figure 2g the GM surface obtained in this manner is very flat. To ensure
a perfect sealing a purposely-developed locking system (Figure 4.10) has been
designed and realised. It was composed of a plastic frame made of ABS and two 6
mm Plexiglas layers, in order to maintain a free visual path onto what happened
inside the chamber and the microchannels. To ensure a tight sealing of all parts
8 plastic O-rings have been placed between the cylindrical inserts present on
the external surfaces of the frame. The deformability of PDMS granted a tight
sealing after compression. Figures 4.11-4.12 show the assembled reactor with
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Figure 4.7: View of the 3D printed ABS support assembled with PDMS positives
of microchannels.
the concentration gradient formation inside. Figure 4.14 also shows di↵erent
concentration patterns that could be obtained in the GM. A set of peristaltic
pumps (IPC, ISMATEC) was used for system perfusion. Here is shown a first
gradient maker prototype, which was built with an 8 ml chamber in order to
have polymer samples big enough to be tested mechanically. External gradient
length depends on the application, varying from ⇠ 150µm in cell development
(75) to several mm for complex embryo development (i.e. Xenopus)(76). If there
is the need for the gradient to develop in shorter length scales the system is easily
down scalable.
4.2.3 PAAM Mechanical Characterization in function of
BIS concentration
Polyacrylamide (PAAM) was chosen as a template hydrogel, due to the easiness
in tuning its mechanical properties by just changing the acrylamide (AAM) to
N,N’-Methylenebisacrylamide (BIS) ratio (monomer to crosslinker ratio). Com-
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Figure 4.8: View of the de-molded PDMS core.
pressive mechanical tests were performed imposing di↵erent strain rates using
the twin column ProLine Z005 testing machine (Zwick Roell) equipped with a
10 N (0.04 N sensitivity) load cell at room temperature. PAAM samples were
tested partially immersed in water to preserve their hydration. Each test was
performed using a starting configuration with the upper plate placed near the
sample but not in contact, in similar manner as Tirella et al. did in their work
(77), necessary to guarantee known initial conditions. Quasi-static stress-strain
time series were collected compressing samples up to 10% (n = 3) deformation
using two di↵erent strain rates (0.0125 min 1 and 0.0063 min 1), in order to
evaluate the Young modulus dependency from strain rate. The Young modulus
of the tested sample was evaluated as the slope of first linear part of the Stress-
Strain diagram. The strain rate was chose on the basis of previous works on
hydrogels (78). The strain rate however was found to not influence on measured
mechanical properties, as shown in Figure 4.17, so the tests were all performed
at the max strain rate. A major challenge in testing PAAM was to obtain uni-
form samples. By just pouring the PAAM using a 24 well plate we observed the
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Figure 4.9: Di↵erences between PDMS casted on a 3D printed mould (on left)
and the one made with our mould (right). As it is possible to see the surface of
the one on the right is very flat, so it avoids leakages;
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Figure 4.10: The 3D GM and its sealing system: concept and design.
formation of a meniscus on the sample, which was due to the combined e↵ect of
PAAM volume retirement during gelation and capillary forces.
The meniscus induced a non-reliable estimation on Young modulus, greatly
increasing the standard deviation of the measure to 20% of the mean. In order
to obtain reliable uniform samples we developed a custom-made mould, which
is depicted in Figure 4.15. The mould was inspired to the 24 well plates, and it
is made from three parts:
• A flat base, where just 3 mm holes for assembling with nuts and bolts were
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Figure 4.11: Front view of the assembled device with a dye gradient developing
inside.
Figure 4.12: Top view of the assembled device with a dye gradient developing
inside.
drilled.
• Amiddle part where, apart from assembling holes, 24 holes with a diameter
of 13 mm were drilled, being the PAAM samples locations.
• A top part, identical to the previous one. This one will be detached just
after the polymerization, to cut the top part of the sample.
After the PAAM polymerization and the detachment of the top part, we cut the
top part of the samples that protruded from the middle part with a microtome
sharp blade. In this way we obtained smooth surfaces also in the top part of
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Figure 4.13: View of the assembled device with a steady developed gradient
inside the chamber.
Figure 4.14: Examples of di↵erent gradients that we could develop by varying
the flow rates and the distributions of dyes at the inlets.
our samples, and so eliminating the meniscus problem. In this way we obtained
13 mm x 8 mm uniform samples. PAAM gel was made by 8% (w/v) AAM, and
from 0.04% up to 0.6% (w/v) BIS. As reported from datasheet (Bio-Rad, ”Acry-
lamide Polymerization - A Practical Approach”) 1/100 of Amonium Persulfate
(AP, initiatior) and 1/1000 of Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, catalyst)
were added to the solution, in order to have the PAAM gelation. We decided to
use free radical Polyacrylamide polymerization, because as reported from Biorad
DataSheet ”In chemical polymerization, visible gelation occurs in 15-20 min and
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Blade 
Figure 4.15: Mechanical characterisation of PAAM hydrogels in function of BIS
concentration: view of the support used for uniform testing samples making;
polymerization is essentially complete in ⇠ 90 min. In photochemical polymer-
ization, however, visible gelation takes 30-60 min and complete polymerization
requires up to 8 hr”. The 3D di↵usion time L2/6D ⇠ 9h (73) becomes compara-
ble to photopolymerization time in this case, while not in chemical polymeriza-
tion case. Certainly photocrosslinking could be combined in future with the 3D
concentration generator, in order to achieve more complex structures, but there
is the need to choose carefully the initiator, the material to be crosslinked and
the light source.
4.2.4 Realization and Characterization of a Hydrogel with
a 3D Gradient of Mechanical Properties
An 8% w/v solution of AAM with respectively 0.04% w/v or 0.6% w/v of BIS
flowed from the inlets, so that a BIS concentration gradient was set in the main
chamber. Also the initiator AP was perfused from the inlets. When the flow
steady state was reached an injection of TEMED from a hole on the top in the
main chamber quickly polymerized the hydrogel into the main chamber.
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Figure 4.16: View of a 8% PAAM sample: its surfaces are both flat.
The 3D controlled distribution of BIS into the gradient chamber lead into
the development of a gradient of mechanical properties into the polymerized
hydrogel. Reaction time (first gelation observed, in minutes) is significantly
higher than BIS di↵usion time (several hours), so we can reasonably be sure that
the distribution of BIS remains the same as the applied gradient, even during the
polymerization. The di↵usivity of BIS (D ⇠ 10 9m2/s) (79) is slightly higher
than VEGF and SHH (D ⇠ 1.5 · 10 10m2/s) (80).
However it is possible to tune the chamber flow rate in order to bring the
chamber Pe to the same one as BIS, so the di↵usion pattern remains the same.
For these reasons BIS could be also used as a reliable di↵usion model for a
growth factor. The main ”cube” was cut in 3 x 3 x 4 small samples, in order
to have a good estimation of the distribution of the mechanical properties in
the 3D environment. The ”cube” was cut using the tools depicted in Figure
4.20-4.21, in order to assure a uniform and repeatable slicing. Briefly it was put
in the bigger mould, and then cut into four slices with a histological sharp blade.
Each one of the four slices was then placed in the second mould and then sliced
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Figure 4.17: PAAM Young modulus vs. BIS concentration: as it is possible
to see both the deformation velocity (corresponding to 0.0125 min 1 and 0.0063
min 1 strain rates respectively) do not a↵ect the curve behaviour.
in 9 equal pieces. The choice of critical size was due to the detection limit of
load cell. Each sample was subjected to a compression test using the previously
described Zwick-Roell Z005 testing machine. The slope of first linear part of
the Stress-Strain diagram evaluated the Young modulus of the tested sample, as
above. Results are depicted in Figure 4.23.
4.2.5 Mechanical simulation of mechanical gradient struc-
ture
We faced the challenge about comparing experimental vs. simulated data. Clas-
sical fluid dynamics investigation tools such as Laser Induced Fluorescence (81)
or 3D Laser Doppler Anemometry (82) could only evaluate the fluid behaviour
in the inner device. We would like to have a direct comparison between the mea-
sured Young Moduli of the sliced cube parts and the simulated concentration
profile into the bioreactor, using the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) In order to
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Figure 4.18: Example of catalyst infusion into the main chamber using a yellow
dye.
Figure 4.19: The PAAM ”cube”: view of the polymerised PAAM cube inside
the GM;
do this, we first performed the fluid and mass transfer simulation with Ansys
FLUENT, as explained above.
We then exported the final BIS concentration profile, by taking into account
the spatial node position and value. This concentration profile was ”sliced” in
3 x 3 x 4 parts, matching the experimental slicing of the PAAM cube. This
concentration profile was then transformed in Young Modulus profile by using
the inverse function of measured Young Modulus versus BIS (Figure 4.24), and
imported in COMSOL Multiphysics as the point-wise Elastic Modulus of the
sample. The mesh size of the 250k tetrahedral elements was 0.3 mm. Each
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Figure 4.20: View of the first slicing tool: the blade passes between the spaces
in the plastic, slicing the cube in 4 pieces.
cubic sample was subjected to 1% compression in the same direction of the
experimental slices deformation, by assuming elastic behaviour (evidenced in
stress-strain experimental data). The boundary conditions of the sample were
a fixed constraint on the bottom face of the sample, while the 1% compression
was imposed on the opposite face. We then evaluated the reaction forces in the
top boundary by integrating the point-wise force contribution, as the transducer
does in the real experiment. The simulated Young modulus was calculated by
the well-known formula E = F/A✏ where F is the calculated reaction force; A is
the nominal undeformed sample section, and ✏ = 0.01, the imposed deformation.
The elastic moduli estimated with FEA were then compared with experimental
ones. Results are summarised in Figure 4.26.
4.3 Results
The objectives of the presented work is to fabricate and characterise a 3D GM,
with a design driven by CFD simulation and whose application can span from
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Figure 4.21: View of the second slicing tool: the samples cut before are split in
9 parts.
Figure 4.22: View of conceptual cube slicing in 9 x 4 = 36 parts.
the generation of 3D morphogen gradient to fabrication of 3D graded materials.
For the fabrication of matrix with a gradient on mechanical properties a series
of preliminary steps have been described in the materials and methods section.
The results of that demonstrate the accomplished tasks are provided in this sec-
tion, in which the comparison of FEA and experimental results is performed.
The results of the mechanical testing are shown in Figure 4.23. As it is possible
to see there is a gradient of mechanical properties developed in 3D. There is a
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Figure 4.23: Experimental measurements of sti↵ness distribution within the
cube. It is possible to see a sti↵ness gradient in both z and y directions.
decrease in Young Modulus from z=1 to z=4, and from y=1 to y=3, following
the 3D concentration pattern of the flow. Figure 4.26 shows the comparison be-
tween theoretical mechanical properties distribution and experimental ones. As
it is possible to see the experimental and simulated values are quite close in the
upper part of the GM, with an RMS of ⇠ 2.5kPa, while the lower part shows
larger discrepancies. The di↵erences in the upper part (near the microchannels
outlet) could be due to the peristaltic pump that was used as supply. In fact
during pulsed flow the fluid streams reach the GM chamber with some delays,
and it could bring unexpected mixing behaviour within the microchannels net-
works. Literature for example demonstrated that pulsed flow could enhance the
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Figure 4.24: View of the technique for simulating structure with a 3D Young
modulus gradient. An inverse function is applied mapping the concentrations into
Young modulus. A compression test simulation will be subsequently performed
on the structure
local mixing in T-shaped microfluidic branches (83). Those structures represent
the mixing sites of our microchannels network (23), so the simulated mixing
features could be slightly di↵erent from the experimental ones. The di↵erences
in the lower part however are quite large. This could be probably due to the
boundary e↵ects near the outlet, which cause unexpected flow distortions due
to the dramatic decrease of flow speed.
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Young Modulus 
Simulated compression test 
Figure 4.25: FEA Simulation of sample sti↵ness. View of Young modulus dis-
tribution (Pa) in a sliced part (x = 4, y=2; z=2), and its relative Von Mises Stress
(Pa) after the compression test simulation (✏ = 1%).
4.4 Conclusion
We presented a new generation bioreactor used to fabricate hydrogel matrixes
with a 3D gradient of sti↵ness. Although there are some discrepancies between
theoretical and experimental results, on which future robustness analysis will be
performed, this bioreactor could also be used for perfusion of 3D cell sca↵olds
with a stable gradient of chemical species, i.e. growth factor to induce cell
di↵erentiation directly into the sca↵old. The idea is to seed the cells in a 3D
sti↵ness gradient sca↵olds, and stimulate them with a 3D concentration gradient,
in order to combine mechanical and chemical stimuli to drive tissue development.
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Figure 4.26: Experimental versus simulated Young modulus in the two upper
slices: as it is possible to see there is not an exact matching, but the trends are,
in general, close to each other.
Table 4.1: Parameters used in CFD
Parameter Value Symbol
Density 103 kg/m3 ⇢
Viscosity 10 3 Pa s µ
Di↵usion Coe cient 109m2/s D
Flow Rate 170 10 6 l/min Q
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Chapter 5
pH sensitive nano particles
and their application
Luminescence imaging of biological parameters is an emerging
field in biomedical sciences. Tools to study 2D pH distribution
are needed to gain new insights into complex cellular processes.
In recent years, luminescence-based methods for pH measure-
ment have been developed. To create a biocompatible 2D sensor,
sensitive nanoparticles could be immobilised inside a hydrogel
matrix, in order to guarantee a proper SNR. Also inkjet printing
is familiar as a method of printing text and images onto porous
surfaces. In the last few years it has been used as a free-form
fabrication method for building three-dimensional parts and is
being explored as a way of printing electrical and optical devices.
Inkjet printing was used either as a rapid prototyping method
for custom biosensors. Sol-gel method is naturally bound with
inkjet, because the picoliter-size ink droplets evaporate quickly,
thus allowing quick sol-gel transitions on the printed surface.
In this chapter will be shown how to merge those technologies,
in order to make a nanoparticles doped printable hydrogel, and
to realise 2D/3D smart sca↵olds able to monitor cell activities.
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APPLICATION
An automated image analysis system was developed in order to
quickly have the pH measurements from pH nano sensors fluo-
rescence images.
5.1 Introduction
There is great interest in luminescence imaging of essential biological parame-
ters, such as pH, pO2 , hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and Ca2+, at the moment
(84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89). Recently, luminescence-based methods for pH mea-
surement have been developed (90, 91). The standard tool for pH measure-
ment, the glass electrode, only allows single-spot measurements, which makes
2D imaging impossible. Multiple methods for pH imaging exist: ratiometric
luminescent pH detection is a straightforward and referenced approach, which
has been used, for instance, to measure intracellular pH (92). In these works,
either combinations of dextran-conjugated indicator and reference dyes (fluo-
rescein/tetramethylrhodamine and pHrodo/ rhodamine-green) have been used
(93, 94, 95, 96). However, to obtain 2D images, either modifications of the op-
tical system during measurements or the use of an image splitter are necessary
to separate the signals. Ratiometric methods may su↵er from Forster’s fluores-
cence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and most importantly, from di↵erential
photobleaching of indicator/reference dyes. Actually, no pH sensor exists that
detects pH over a wide proton concentration range, allows for fast micro- and
macroscopic 2D pH imaging, and is noninvasive and biocompatible for in vivo
imaging. The University of Nottingham developed a fluorescent pH nanosensor
that meets these requirements (92, 95, 97). The prerequisites include (i) the
use of a referenced method, because in vivo conditions are quite variable, (ii )
nontoxic and easily applicable materials, (iii ) a dynamic range from pH 3 to
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8, and (iv) a noninvasive method, allowing it to be suitable for clinical applica-
tions. Fluorescent pH-sensitive nanosensors are spherical probes typically com-
posed of a pH-sensitive fluorophore and a pH-insensitive reference fluorophore
encapsulated or covalently linked to an inert porous cross-linked matrix (98, 99).
The inert matrix shields the fluorophores from cellular components, which could
hinder sensing capabilities, while safeguarding biological components from free
fluorophores (100). The combination of pH-sensitive and pH-insensitive fluo-
rophores in a single nanoparticle enables accurate ratiometric pH measurements
(101). Nanosensors composed of fluorescein based pH-sensitive fluorophores,
such as carboxy- fluorescein (FAM) and Oregon Green (OG), when suspended
in aqueous media, exhibit high and low fluorescent responses at near neutral
and acidic pH values, respectively. This e↵ect is due to the pH-dependent ionic
equilibria of fluorescein based fluorophores, which demonstrate high quantum
yields when fully ionised, e.g., in aqueous solutions greater than pH 8.0, and a
diminished fluorescent response and quantum yields when protonated, e.g., in
aqueous solutions with a pH less than 3.0. (102). Nanoparticles composed of
a single pH-sensitive fluorophore, either FAM or OG, have a limited ranges of
pH measurement, pH 5.00-7.50 and pH 3.50-6.00, respectively (95). In contrast,
extended dynamic range pH-sensitive nanosensors, which combine FAM and OG
in 1:1 ratio in a single nanosensor, are capable of measuring the full physiological
pH range, from pH 3.50 to 7.50 (92, 97, 103, 104). The present work describes the
application of extended dynamic range pH-sensitive nanosensors in making 2D
pH sensitive surfaces. The nanosensors, opportunely immobilised into hydrogel
matrixes, were used to convert pH dependent changes in fluorescence intensity
into quantifiable pH measurements, using a custom automated image analysis
system. The nanosensors were successfully used to sense pH within thin uni-
form PAAM and Gelatine/Glycydoxypropyl-trymethoxysilane (GPTMS) films,
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and printed within a Gelatine/GPTMS Ink with a modified Inkjet printer.
5.2 pH sensitive nanoparticles
Extended dynamic range pH-sensitive nanosensors (97) were prepared by co-
valently linking pH- sensitive (FAM and OG) and pH-insensitive (TAMRA)
fluorophores to N-(3-aminopropyl)methacrylamide (APMA), which was then
copolymerised with acrylamide and TEMED to produce an inert polyacrylamide
nanoparticle matrix, Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of extended dynamic range pH-sensitive nanosen-
sors.
Nanosensors were sized using environmental scanning electron microscopy
(ESEM) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) and shown to have a nominal di-
ameter of around 40 nm. FAM and OG are both excited at 488 nm for which
they demonstrate a pH-dependent overlapping emission peak at 520 nm, whereas
TAMRA, when excited at 540 nm, exhibits a pH-independent fluorescence re-
sponse at 577 nm, Figure 5.2.
A ratiometric pH calibration curve can be generated, Figure 5.3, by taking
a ratio of the fluorescence response of pH-sensitive and pH-insensitive channels
( em 520 nm/ em 577 nm) from nanosensors suspended in a range of pH bu↵er
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Figure 5.2: Emission curves for pH-sensitive nanosensors suspended in bu↵er
solutions ranging from pH 3.00 to 8.00. FAM-APMA and OG-APMA both excite
and emit fluorescence at 488 nm and 520 nm, respectively, whereas TAMRA-
APMA excites and emits fluorescence at 540 nm and 577 nm, respectively.
solutions, Figure 5.3. The calibration curve can then be used to make accu-
rate ratiometric pH measurements from environments containing pH-sensitive
nanosensors. Synthesis of nanosensors with covalently linked fluorophores over-
comes measurement inaccuracies associated with fluorophore leaching. Over
time, nanosensors prepared through the encapsulation of dextran bound pH-
sensitive fluorophores have been found to leach (105) Nanosensors which leach
fluorophores are subject to pH measurement artefacts, as the operator cannot
be certain if pH measurements are being made from the nanosensors or free flu-
orophore (106). Leached fluorophores could also initiate cellular toxicity due to
photoexcitation and/or nonspecific protein binding (100). Nanosensors prepared
with covalently linked fluorophores are also extremely bright when compared to
nanosensors composed of encapsulated fluorophores(107). Brighter nanosensors
allows:
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1. a reduction in fluorescence excitation energy, preserving biological function
and reduced fluorophore photobleaching (108);
2. use of lower nanosensors concentrations for measurement;
3. a reduction in the required exposure time of fluorescence microscopy, per-
mitting faster imaging of dynamic process through increases in sampling
rate.
Figure 5.3: Calibration curve for pH-sensitive nanosensors suspended in bu↵er
solutions ranging from pH 3.00 to 8.00. Data points for the calibration curve are
fitted to a sigmoidal expression, where error bars represent standard deviation
(pKa = 5.44 ( 0.07). Below is depicted the ultraviolet trans-illuminated pH-
sensitive nanosensors ( ex 302 nm).
5.2.1 pH-Sensitive Nanosensor Synthesis
. As described in (97) Surfactants Brij 30 (3.080 g, 8.508 mmol), dioctyl sodium
sulfosuccinate salt (1.590 g, 3.577 mmol) and deoxygenated hexane (42 mL) were
stirred under argon for 10 min. Succinimidyl esters forms of the fluorophores
were conjugated to APMA, via a nucleophilic addition reaction. FAM-APMA
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(15 µL, 5 mg/mL), OG-APMA (15 µL, 5 mg/mL), TAMRA-APMA (60 µL, 5
mg/mL), acrylamide (0.540 g, 7.579 mmol), and N,N’ methylenebis(acrylamide)
(0.160 g, 1.307 mmol) were dissolved in deionized water made up to 2 mL. This
monomer solution was added to the stirring hexane surfactant solution and al-
lowed to deoxygenate for a further 10 min. Polymerisation initiators ammonium
persulfate (30 µL, 10% w/v) and TEMED (15 µL, 0.1 mmol) were added to the
stirring solution to initiate polymerisation. The mixture was left to stir for 2 h
under argon. Hexane was removed via rotary evaporation. Nanoparticles were
precipitated and washed with ethanol (30 mL) using centrifugation (10 times,
6000 rpm, 10 min), with a Hermle centrifuge (Z300). After the final wash, the
pellet was resuspended in a small amount of ethanol (10 mL) and rotary evap-
orated until dry. Nanoparticles were stored in a light protected container at 4
degrees.
Figure 5.4: pH calibration for extended dynamic range pH-sensitive nanosensors
and residual error, when imaged using fluorescence microscopy. (Inset) Compari-
son of normalised calibration curves from peak fluorescent intensity from fluores-
cence spectrophotometer and high-throughput analysis of pH calibration images.
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5.3 Image Analysis
Interpretation of data from imaging can be variable and open to subjective input
from the operator especially when handing large volumes of data (109, 110). To
overcome these challenges, an automated image processing system, independent
of the operator, was realised. The system is programmed to analyse images
used for calibrating pH-sensitive nanosensors and then use this information to
transform images for analysis to pH images for measurement. Calibration images
were analysed, by taking a pixel-wise ratio of green and red fluorescent channels
to obtain calibration points (I) from which a calibration curve was generated,
Figure 5.4. Calibration curves are fitted to a sigmoidal function, as described in
eq 5.1,
f(pH) = Rmin +
Rmax  Rmin
1 + e[pKa pH/b]
(5.1)
where, Rmin and Rmax are the minimum and maximum fluorescent ratio,
pKa represents the pH at which the fluorophore exhibits its greatest sensitivity to
changes in pH, and the slope factor b represents the sensitivity of the nanosensor
to changes in pH (95, 97). Calibration curves generated from analysis of data
from spectrophotometer and pH measurements made using a pH meter were
used to validate the automated the image analysis system and used to determine
the accuracy of extended dynamic range pH-sensitive nanosensors to make pH
measurements. Figure 5.4 inset shows normalised ratiometric calibration curves
from both peak fluorescence intensity from fluorescence spectrophotometer and
high throughput methods using fluorescence microscope. Statistical analysis of
both curves indicates there are no significant di↵erences between the calibrations
curves (p < 0.05) and have comparable pKa values of 5.36 ± 0.16. Furthermore,
Figure 5.5 confirms pH measurements made using the high-throughput image
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analysis system are not statistically di↵erent to pH measurements made with the
pH meter (p < 0.05). The Bland- Altman mean di↵erence plot, Figure 5.5, also
demonstrates concordance between the two methods,(111) such that between pH
3.50 and 7.50 the 95% confidence interval remains between 0.17 pH units, which
could be taken to be the pH measurement resolution, Figure 5.5 . A ratiometric
image was generated by taking a pixel- wise ratio of green and red fluorescent
channels to produce a greyscale image which was transformed into a false colour
pH heat map.
Figure 5.5: Left: Comparison of pH measurements made with pH meter and
image analysis of pH calibration images. Right: Bland-Altman mean di↵erence
plot used to demonstrate agreement between pH measurements made with im-
age analysis and pH meter where dashed lines and dotted lines represent 95%
confidence intervals and mean of plotted data, respectively.
5.3.1 Calibration
Automated image analysis can be broken down to the two stages of 1) calibration
and 2) pH image transformation. Calibration images were obtained by taking
images of nanosensors suspended in bu↵er solutions ranging from pH 3.00 to
8.00. The microscope was focused using a scratch on inside of a glass bottom
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dish and subsequently moved away from the scratch to acquire an image. All
images were taken with sequential excitation at 475/28 nm and 542/27nm us-
ing the same settings (laser power, gain, and resolution) and fluorescence was
collected using a polychroic quad mirror, at 523/36 nm and 594/45 nm, re-
spectively. Automated image processing of calibration images was performed
using the algorithm presented in Figure 5.6, implemented with MATLAB (see
Appendix 2).
Figure 5.6: Algorithms used to derive calibration points for the curve fitting.
Initially, random saturated and blank pixels (salt and pepper noise) were re-
moved from the FAM and OG (green) and TAMRA (red) channels images with a
median filter (2.0 pixels). Background corrected images were generated through
subtraction of green and red fluorescent intensities of suspensions containing
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nanoparticles by solutions without nanoparticles. Ratiometric calibration im-
ages were created by taking a pixel wise ratio of the background corrected green
and red fluorescent channels. An additional median filter (2.0 pixels radius) was
applied to remove any further saturated/unsaturated pixels. Calibration points
(I) were constructed by averaging 3 di↵erent ratiometric images and were fitted
to a sigmoidal expression, as described in the main article. Non-linear parameter
estimation of calibration curve was performed using the well-known sum squares
weighted residuals method,(111, 112, 113, 114) which is based on minimising the
following likelihood function (l.f.),
l.f. =
nX
i=1
wi [yi   f(pHi, Rmin, Rmax, pKa, b)]2 (5.2)
where yi,  i, pHi representing respectively i-th point mean value, standard
deviation and relative pH, whereas, wi represents the weight of each point. Ex-
perimental data shows that the standard deviation of the fluorescent ratio in-
creases with intensity value (Figure 5.4), suggesting the observed noise is pro-
portional to fluorescence ratio rather than being absolute. Consequently, the
classical weights scheme, where wi = 1/ 2i , could lead to a biased estimation of
the calibration curves, especially with the e↵ect of negative bias at the higher
pH values of the calibration curve. Therefore, for an unbiased estimation the
inverse fractional variance, wi = 1/( i/yi)2, is used as weight, so that the rela-
tive importance of each point in the global fit is given by relative error for each
calibration point.
5.3.2 pH Image generation
The algorithm, Figure 5.7, was used to obtain ratiometric images, from acquired
green and red fluorescent channels. A ratiometric image was generated by tak-
ing a pixel-wise ratio of green and red fluorescent channels (with background
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removed), in order to produce a grey scale image which was transformed into
a false colour pH heat map using FIJI Open source software. Basically an in-
verse function of the sigmoidal calibration curve was used in order to transform
Green/Red fluorescence ratio in pH. Ratiometric images were post-processed
through introduction of pH measurement thresholds, to eliminate all pH mea-
sured values below 3.50 and above 7.50. This is because, as shown by the
Bland-Altman mean di↵erence plot, Figure 5.5, pH measurements made at the
extremes of the calibration curves (<pH 3.50 and >pH 7.50) are either approach-
ing saturation or are where the signal to noise ratio is low.
Figure 5.7: Algorithms used to transform fluorescence images in a proper false
colour pH heat map.
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5.3.3 Validation
In plane focused images (n = 4) of nanosensors suspended in bu↵er solutions (n
= 31), ranging from pH 2.92 to 8.25 were acquired for measurement validation
using the developed system. Student’s t test was used to identify significant
di↵erences between measurements made with image analysis system and fluo-
rescence spectrophotometer, and image analysis and pH meter. Measurements
made using the automated image analysis system were compared to measure-
ments made from a pH meter (Jenway 3510) and used to determine a method
resolution using 95% confidence intervals on a Bland-Altman mean di↵erence
plot (Sigma-Plot 12.0). Colocalization analyses were performed using the Coloc
2 macro on FIJI open source software, from which images with Pearson’s corre-
lation coe cients, for green and red fluorescent channels, greater than 0.95 were
taken for pH measurement. The 95% confidence interval remains between 0.17
pH units, which could be taken to be the pH measurement resolution.
5.3.4 Application: Real Time Mapping the Pharyngeal
and Intestinal pH of Caenorhabditis elegans
Figure 5.8: (A) Green, (B) red, and (C) merged fluorescence microscopy images
of C. elegans with ingested extended dynamic range pH-sensitive nanosensors. (D)
Co-localization analysis of green and red channels (Pearson’s correlation coe cient
= 0.98). (E) Transformed false colour pH heat map image. Scale bar = 50 µm.
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Looking into living beings with non-invasive methods is a great challenge. In
particular monitoring physiological variables in-vivo, such as pH, is extremely
important. However pH probes can give only point wise averaged informations.
An imaging system able to take ”pictures” of what is happening in vivo could be
an answer to common probes limits. Coupled with the ratiometric nanosensors
developed by the University of Nottingham, the image processing algorithm
was able to measure pharyngeal and intestinal pH in C. elegans, a nematode
commonly used as animal model. The nanosensors were used to convert pH
dependent changes in fluorescence intensity into quantifiable pH measurements,
using the proposed automated image analysis system.
Figure 5.9: (A) pH image of nonviable C. elegans alongside a deteriorating
nematode and a nonviable C. elegans, which has not ingested nanosensors. (B)
Luminal pH values for nonviable nematodes and (inset) comparison of viable and
nonviable C. elegans luminal pH, through normalization of worm anatomy. Dotted
lines represent start of head and end of tail of nematode. Dashed line represents
location of pharyngeal-intestinal junction. Scale bar = 100 µm.
The nanosensors were successfully delivered to nematodes and used to map
pH of the pharyngeal and intestinal lumen of C. elegans in vivo (Figure 5.8),
and to discriminate between live and dead nematodes (Figure 5.9). In addition,
through control of the pharyngeal pumping rate, the acidification of the intestinal
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lumen was mapped in real-time (Figure 5.10). Further details are available in
the article (97).
Figure 5.10: (A) Cross section of C.elegans at a peak(10.42, 25.47,and 42.84s)
and trough(4.63,20.84,and 37.05 s)pH oscillations. (B) Measured and (C) nor-
malized changes in pH over time. Regions a and b correspond to Pharynx 1 and
Pharynx 2, whereas regions c to e correspond to Intestine 1 to Intestine 3. Error
bars represent standard deviation of sampling area. Scale bar = 50 µm.
5.4 Developing thin hydrogels sensitive films
The objective was to create an engineered surface capable to sense pH variation.
The first approach was to try to immobilise directly the pH sensitive nanoparti-
cles on a surface, i.e glass, PDMS or plastic, but it did not give reliable results
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on pH sensing. In fact the nano layer of immobilised particles gave a fluorescent
signal with low SNR, making it unreliable for using it as pH sensor, while fluores-
cence was however visible. The idea, based on works of Wang (115) and Schreml
(116), was to immobilise the nano sensor into an hydrogel matrix, that intrin-
sically assure ion di↵usion needed for pH sensing. The chosen matrixes were
polyacrylamide (PAAM) and Gelatine/GPTMS. The two hydrogels are formed
with two di↵erent mechanisms: radical polymerisation and sol-gel transition,
respectively.
5.4.1 PAAM chemistry
Polyacrylamide gels are formed by copolymerisation of acrylamide (AAM) and
bis-acrylamide (BIS, N,N’-methylene-bis- acrylamide). The reaction is a vinyl
addition polymerisation initiated by a free radical-generating system (117) (Fig-
ure 5.11). Polymerisation is initiated by ammonium persulfate (AP) and TEMED.
The latter accelerates the rate of formation of free radicals from persulfate and
these in turn catalyse polymerisation. The persulfate free radicals convert acry-
lamide monomers to free radicals which react with unactivated monomers to
begin the polymerisation chain reaction (118). The elongating polymer chains
are randomly crosslinked by BIS, resulting in a gel with a characteristic porosity
which depends on the polymerisation conditions and monomer concentrations.
Figure 5.11: PAAM polymerisation scheme.
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5.4.2 Gelatine/GPTMS Chemistry
 -Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS) is a silane-coupling agent, which
has epoxy and methoxysilane groups. The oxirane rings on the GPTMSmolecules
react with the amino groups on the G chains and hydration of the trimethoxy
groups on the GPTMS forms pendent silanol groups (Si-OH) through an acid
catalysed reaction. Then Si-O-Si bonds were formed through condensation of
two Si-OH occurring mainly during the solvent evaporation period of the mem-
brane formation process. The Si-O-Si linkages formed from the condensation
reaction provided inter-chain covalent bonds to result in a crosslinked structure
(119, 120). Gelatin was chosen as the toughening polymer as it is a hydrolysed
form of collagen, which is a major constituent of the extracellular matrix of all
tissues and as such recognisable and adhered to by many cell types. Gelatin
is more practical than collagen from a materials processing point of view and
was preferred over other popular resorbable polyesters such as poly lactic and
glycolic acids as these degrade through a self catalysed hydrolysis process that
can lead to poor control of dissolution characteristics in vivo (121). Silica gela-
tine conventional composites have been synthesised in the past using sol-gel
techniques,(122, 123, 124). Under acidic conditions,in fact, GPTMS is subject
to cleavage of the C-O bond in the epoxy group (125). The protonated epoxy
group is so activated to attack nucleophilic groups likeNH2, or COOH on the
amino acid residues comprising the gelatine chains that GPTMS molecules are
grafted to the gelatine chains. It is thus likely that the hydrolysis and conden-
sation of the metal alkoxides and ring-opening reactions of the epoxy groups
yield a crosslinked network in the gelatin-siloxane hybrids as illustrated in Fig.
5.12 <Gelatin skeleton> R-Si-O-Si-R <Gelatin skeleton> (R denotes organic
skeleton of GPSM) bonds are formed as the GPTMS molecules bridge a fraction
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of such nucleophilic active sites on the side groups of the amino acid residues.
However it is important to dehydrate the sol in order to promote the gel forma-
tion. By doing this the polycondensation of silica part can happen properly.The
gel then can be rehydrated, and it proven to be stable in water at 70 degrees
overnight.
Figure 5.12: Scheme of Gelatin/GPTMS polymerisation.
5.4.3 Materials and methods
PAAM thin films (8% w/v AAM, 0.5% w/v BIS, 1/100 v/v of AP 10% w/v,
1/1000 v/v of TEMED) doped with 5 mg/ml PAAM pH nanosensors (45 µm size)
were adhered on glass functionalised with methacryloxypropyltrymethoxysilane
(MPTMS) were developed as e↵ective pH sensitive surfaces. For making stable
PAAM thin films the following protocol was used (Figure 5.13:
1. Clean the glass coverslips/slides with acetone, then rinse with deionised
water and finally gently dry with a stream of nitrogen or air;
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2. Dip a glass coverslip/slide inside a petri dish filled with 1% v/v MPTM-
S/water solution, and let them to react for 30 min. The MPTMS molecule
binds itself to the glass, leaving the methacrylic groups exposed on the
glass surface. They will act as anchoring sites for PAAM gel, because they
will be covalently bonded within the PAAM network.
3. Mix AAM and BIS in a vial. The final solution was a mixture of 16% w/v
AAM + 1% w/v BIS;
4. In another vial prepare a 10 mg/ml pH sensitive nanoparticles suspension.
It is important to sonicate properly the suspension in order to uniform the
nanoparticles concentration within the vial;
5. Mix the two solutions in a 1:1 v/v ratio, so obtaining a 8% w/v AAM,
0.5% w/v BIS, 5 mg/ml nanoparticles solution;
6. Add 1/100 v/v AP and 1/1000 v/v TEMED to the solution above, then
vortex the mixture.
7. Quickly pipette 50 µL of the final solution on a functionalized glass cov-
erslip. For functionalised microscope slides instead 3 x 50 50 µL must be
spread over the glass.
8. Cover the glass with a not functionalised glass of the same size, and let
the PAAM to polymerise for at least 4 hours (overnight preferred how-
ever). The surface tension align the two glass and distribute uniformly the
solution. The not functionalised glass not anchors to PAAM, while the
functionalised one does. In this manner removing the cover glass is easy
and safe for the newly formed hydrogel. Spin coating can also be used
as technique for making uniform thin films, so avoiding the glass-gel-glass
sandwich.
9. Dismount the glass and collect the glass + PAAM slides.
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Figure 10.16.1 Exploded schematic of the setup for statically compliant PA hydrogels. The
gel-glass composite includes (A) the amino-silanated coverslip, (B) polymerizing solution, and
(C) chloro-silanated glass slide (C). (D) The completed setup is shown.
If not sterile, contaminants from the gel could adversely affect cell culture and induce
infections.
11. Degas the mixture under strong vacuum for 15 min to exhaust the solution of
dissolved oxygen.
Dissolved oxygen in the solution will act as a sink for the subsequent free radical poly-
merization. Degassing the solution not only speeds up polymerization but ensures more
uniform polymerization as well.
12. Add 1/100 total volume of APS and 1/1000 total volume of TEMED to gel solutions.
13. Vortex the polymerizing solution.
14. Quickly pipet 25 µl of the gel solution (see Fig. 10.16.1B) onto the treated side of
the chloro-silanated glass slide(s) (see Fig. 10.16.1C) and add the amino-silanated
coverslip(s) with the treated side down (see Fig. 10.16.1A).
See Figure 10.16.1D for how the completed glass-gel-coverslip composite should appear.
Essentially, the setup resembles a “sandwich” in which the polymerizing solution sits in
between the chloro-silanated glass slide and the amino-silanated coverslip.
15. Allow the gel to polymerize for 5 to 30 min. Monitor the unused solution to determine
when the solution is fully polymerized.
Shorter polymerization times may result in insufficient polymerization of all available
monomers and may cause the mechanical properties of the hydrogels to vary from the
values noted here.
16. Remove the bottom glass slide and discard. Place the top coverslip-gel composite in
a 35-mm petri dish or 6-well plate in PBS or dH2O depending on what was used to
dilute the acrylamide. Make sure that the gel-coated side faces up.
17. To remove unpolymerized acrylamide rinse twice, each time for 5 min in PBS or
distilled H2O depending on what was used to dilute the acrylamide.
These hydrogels can be stored for long periods of time without losing any of their
mechanical properties. To store them, immerse the hydrogels in water or PBS to keep
them hydrated and store them at 4◦C.
Methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane 
Glass binding 
Thin Layer of PAAM on glass 
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PAAM Gel: AAM 8%, Bis 0.5%, 5 µl/ml 
APS, 0.5 µl/ml TEMED 
Figure 5.13: Scheme for making PAAM films without a spin-coater.
Gelatine (5% w/v) + GPTMS (96 µl / g Gelatine) films, doped with 5 mg/ml
PAAM pH nanosensors w re tested as pH sens ive surfaces. The protocol in this
case was:
1. Clean the glass coverslips/slides with acetone, then rinse with deionised
water and finally gently dry wi h a stream of nitrogen or air;
2. Put gelatine into water in order to reach 10% w/v.
3. Add 96 x 2 µl of GPTMS for each g of Gelatine used.
4. Stir the solution for 1 h at 60 degrees, activating the GPTMS-Gelatin
bond.
5. Meanwhile prepare a 10 mg/ml pH sensitive nanoparticles suspension, and
sonicate it.
6. Mix the two solutions, so reaching the final concentrations of Gelatine (5%
w/v) + GPTMS (96 µl / g Gelatine) + 5 mg/ml nano sensors.
7. Deposit the solution on glass coverslips by spin coating.
8. Let the sample dry overnight in the hood, so activating polycondensation
of GPTMS groups. In this case GPTMS self-adhere to glass, so the gel is
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naturally anchored to the glass surface.
5.4.4 Results
Sensing properties of both kind of thin films were analysed. In particular a
calibration curve was extracted with the methodologies described in par. 5.3.1.
Both PAAM and Gelatin/GPTMS films showed good pH sensing features, as
depicted in Figure 5.14. In It is interesting that the normalised calibration
curves almost collapse, meaning that the hydrogel matrix did not interfere with
fluorescence sensing. In the end however Gelatin/GPTMS ones demonstrated
better performances, because they are easier and safer to make (not polymerised
AAM is hazardous).
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Figure 5.14: View of calibration curve of PAAM and Gelatine/GPTMS thin
films. The normalised calibration curves almost collapse, meaning that the hy-
drogel matrix did not interfere with fluorescence sensing.
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5.5 Printing pH sensitive Inks
Inkjet printing is familiar as a method of printing text and images onto porous
surfaces. In the last few years it has been used as a free-form fabrication method
for building three- dimensional parts and is being explored as a way of printing
electrical and optical devices, especially where these involve organic components.
Inkjet printers are also being used to produce arrays of proteins and nucleic acids.
Inkjet printing was also used either as a rapid prototyping method for custom
biosensors. Sol- gel method is naturally bound with inkjet, because the picoliter-
size ink droplets evaporate quickly, thus allowing quick sol-gel transitions on the
printed surface.
5.5.1 Materials and methods
A Gelatine (0.1%) + GPTMS (96 µl / g Gelatine) + 1 mg/ml PAAM pH
nanosensors mixture was tested as ink for a modified commercial inkjet printer,
coming from a previous work of Dr. De Maria (126), Figure 5.15. After the
printer cartridge was filled with the Ink, frid patterns with lines of 250 m, spaced
by 750m (Figure 5.16) were printed on 18mm x 18mm glass coverslips. The glass
coverslips were then or left to dry overnight, or dried with the heat of an in-
candescence lamp. The choice of the Ink composition was done after a trial
and error procedure, starting from the composition of thins films and diluting
it until the Ink was printable. Once dried, fluorescence signal of the structures
was measured in di↵erent pH conditions, as did in par. 5.3.1.
5.5.2 Cell tests
BJ skin fibroblasts were cultivated on the previously made structures, in order
to check the ink biocompatibility. Briefly, the printed coverslips were placed into
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Figure 5.15: View of the modified inkjet printer by De Maria et al. (126).
a 6-wells multi well plate. In particular in 3 wells were placed the coverslips+ink
structures. The structures then were seeded with BJ skin fibroblasts, and left
to arrive at complete confluence, in order to see if there were di↵erences in cell
density between zones with and without the printed structure.
5.6 Results
Printed patterns show no sign of degradation after 3 days in water at 60C, and are
able to self-adhere to the glass thanks to covalent bonding. Also the fluorescent
signal of patterns is still viable, and can act as pH sensitive surface. As it is
possible to see from Figure 5.17 the fluorescence response in function of pH is still
in the printed nano structures. In particular the green signal is, as expected,
stronger at high pH and almost negligible at low one, while the red signal is
stable at any pH, acting so properly as reference. Enhanced fluorescence at the
borders of the structures respect to inside are due to co↵ee-ring (127) e↵ects,
that concentrates the nanoparticles in the borders.
Finally the seeded cells show no di↵erences in colonisation between the glass
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Lines of 250 µm, spaced by 750µm  
Figure 5.16: View of the printing conceptual scheme: from grid concept to print
on glass coverslip.
and the Gelatin/GPTMS/Nanoparticles pattern, as it is possible to see in Figure
5.18 and 5.19, where the red signal, showing the structures, was merged to a
phase contrast image of the cells. Fluorescence signal is still available on printed
pattern after 4 days of cell culture. The Inkjet printed structures are then a
reliable biocompatible pH sensor.
5.7 Conclusions
In conclusion thin hydrogel sensitive surfaces, doped with nanoparticles proven
to be a reliable and biocompatible pH sensor. It is to note that the application
field could not be directly monitoring pH in standard cell cultures, because
the environment of a classic petri dish is highly bu↵ered and has already the
colour indicators (i.e. Phenol Red) for bulk pH variation. Widely used non
bu↵ered cell culture environments such as the Xenopus one, however, could be
a natural application of this work, which demonstrated successfully the proof of
concept of printed sensitive surfaces. Inkjet printing also allows making smart
sca↵olds of Gelatin/GPTMS, which inner behaviour could be investigated by
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Figure 5.17: View of the fluorescence response of the structures at di↵erent pH.
The green signal is higher at high pH, and almost negligible at low one. The red
signal is stable at any pH, acting properly as reference. The image at the bottom
is obtained by merging the G/R channels.
optical fluorescence techniques, such as confocal microscopy, in order to have a
measure on the local environment pH.
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1,25x day 1 day 3 
Figure 5.18: 1.25x magnification of the cells seeded on the glass coverslip with
the structures. There is no di↵erence of cell density between the structure and
the free coverslip, meaning that the structure is biocompatible.
4x 
Figure 5.19: 4x magnification of the cells seeded on the glass coverslip with the
structures. Also in this case there is no di↵erence between cell density inside and
outside the printed structures.
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Microfluidic concentration Gradient Makers (GM)of various kind were devel-
oped, analysed and realised during this PhD. Several tools ranging from theo-
retical, simulations and experimental realisation allowed to gain insight about
the properties of GM systems. First of all an engineered microfluidic concentra-
tion GM was successfully developed and realised. The match between expected,
simulated and experimental behaviour of the device was proven to be very close.
However the first version of the microdevice was not suitable for cell cultur-
ing, because the hydrophobicity of PDMS was an obstacle to GM perfusion,
causing unwanted burst due to the local high pressure. Even in the case of
plasma-treated PDMS-Glass devices there was an hydrophobic recovery after
40 minutes, which caused serious issues during cells seeding phase by injection
from the device outlet. In fact cells were subjected to very high shear stresses
during this phase, leading them to death. Also the small hydrophobic channels
acted as nucleation sites for air bubbles (e↵ect also amplified in cell medium
culture respect to water), that can both clog the micro channels and destroy
the cells at the air/liquid interface. Those problems were resolved in the second
version of the GM, which presented a bigger culture chamber, allowing to insert
a glass/plastic slide already with seeded cells into the device and starting the
experiment. The hydrophobicity problem was solved using nonionic surfactants
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(Brij35 and Tween20) mixed with the PDMS in order to make it act with an
hydrophilic behaviour. Thanks to capillary pressure, in fact, air bubbles were
automatically removed in hydrophilic micro channels. The hydrophilic PDMS
was then enclosed between two thick Plexiglas pieces, allowing it to be sealed
just by pressure. This new layout was completed with a CFD analysis of the
”robustness” of the new layout, in order to understand the sensitivity of the
formed gradient to flow conditions di↵erent from the nominal case. Root Mean
Square (RMS) di↵erences between expected and simulated behaviour were in
fact analysed. Peclet number was shown to be the quantity that regulated the
device performances: in particular with Pe of culture chamber >10 the concen-
tration profile was always matching the desired one. The device was proven to be
more sensitive to inlets flow ratio, which shows a narrow e↵ective working range
instead, however still compatible with common peristaltic pump requirements.
PDMS modified with Brij 35 resulted to have better features than the one mod-
ified with Tween 20. In particular Brij 35/PDMS resulted to have lesser contact
angle (down to 40 degree in the long run, instead of 60 degrees related to Tween
20/PDMS), minor characteristic time (3200s for Brij vs 4900s for Tween) and
better transparency of its Tween 20 counterpart. Capillary velocity was mea-
sured in microchannels made with PDMS modified with 3% Brij, and the flow
was resulted to be successfully capillary-driven, so eliminating the bubbles in
the micro channels autonomously, without the need of pressurising the system.
However while the new layout was proven to be easier to use with cells, the device
was still not usable for cell culturing. In fact interactions of hydrophilic PDMS
with the surfactants inside the medium culture led into pouring from inlets and
micro channels network. So the cell culturing problem was still unresolved. So
the whole device was made in Plexiglas by laser micromachining (microchannels
width of 250 µm), and sealed with a custom nuts and bolts locking system. A
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thin PDMS layer was used as gasket between the PMMA layers. In this case
all perfusion problems were finally resolved, and the device was proven to be
e↵ective with cells . A 10x shaped concentration H2O2 gradient [0;10 2] mM
was, in fact, let to flow in the culture chamber for 3h. The percentage of live
cells/total cells for each zone was evaluated by Live/Dead assay, in order to eval-
uate the e↵ect of H2O2 on seeded cells. A dose-response curve was successfully
extrapolated in a one-shot experiment, and a LC50 successfully evaluated. This
kind of approach could be easily extended to other drug or pollutant in order
to extract parameters of interests such as LC50. The device could also have
several applications in pharmacological testing and chemotaxis research. Then
a conceptual shift was made, where the GM concept was extended from 2D to
3D. The 3D GM developed, in fact, preserved some characteristics of its 2D
predecessors, i.e. the micro channel network. The device was first characterized
using Computational Fluid Dynamics. Then the device has been realised using
3D rapid prototyping techniques. Prototype performances have been tested on a
hydrogel matrix used as tissue model, placed in the GM chamber. Also this GM
showed the ability to be used to fabricate hydrogel substrates with 3D gradient
of sti↵ness. The 3D GM could have several applications in studying phenomena
related to cell chemotaxis and durotaxis, but also on di↵erentiation in simul-
taneous presence of gradients of both soluble chemical species and substrates
sti↵ness. The device could be used in two ways: generating 3D concentration
gradients of multiple substances, and generating 3D sti↵ness gradient for the
same purpose, in order to promote di↵erentiation and/or di↵erential durotaxis.
FEA and experimental studies were used to validate the 3D gradient of sti↵ness,
which shows to be close to simulated one only in a part of the device. Finally
there was the need to develop 2D pH nano sensors with the perspective to be
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integrated into the micro devices. To create a biocompatible 2D pH sensor, sen-
sitive nanoparticles could be immobilised inside a hydrogel matrix, in order to
guarantee a proper fluorescence SNR. The extended range pH sensitive nanopar-
ticles were developed by the University of Nottingham, and the collaboration
with that foreign university led to the development of those sensitive surfaces.
The nanosensors were successfully used to sense pH within thin uniform PAAM
and Gelatine/Glycydoxypropyl-trymethoxysilane (GPTMS) films. The idea of
sensitive surfaces was then extended using inkjet printing coupled with Sol-gel
method, which is naturally bound with inkjet technology, because the picoliter-
size ink droplets evaporate quickly, thus allowing quick sol-gel transitions on the
printed surface. A Gelatine/GPTMS Ink doped with the pH sensitive nanopar-
ticles was successfully printed with a modified Inkjet printer. Thanks to inkjet
printing is also possible to look at 3D smart sca↵olds of Gelatine/GPTMS, which
inner behaviour could be investigated by optical fluorescence techniques, such
as confocal microscopy, in order to have a measure on the local pH. An auto-
mated image analysis system was also developed in order to quickly have the pH
measurements from pH nano sensors fluorescence images, and was successfully
applied in measuring the pharyngeal and intestinal pH of Caenorabditis Elegans,
a nematode commonly used as animal model.
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Main.m
%The function generates a complete concentration gradient maker in a ...
.dxf file
%given a set of parameters
clear
clc
close all
%Parameters
N=3; %Number of desired layers
q=ones(1,2ˆN+1);
D=5e 10; %mˆ2/s Diffusion Coefficient
w=250e 6; %m Microchannels width
h=600e 6; %m Microchannels heigth
lchamber=38e 3; %m Size of the culture chamber
vtypical=(1e 4)*19e 3/lchamber; %m/s Velocity in cell ...
culture chamber
eta=1e 3; %Pa*s Viscosity of fluid
kappa=12*eta/(w 0.63*h)/hˆ3; %Pa*s/mˆ4 Hydraulic resistance ...
constant
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rho=1000; %Kg/mˆ3 Density of fluid
A=w*h; %mˆ2 Channel Section
P=2*(w+h); %m Channel Perimeter
Dh=4*A/P; %m Hydraulic diameter of ...
the channel
x=linspace(0,3,(2ˆN)+1); % Interval of x ...
function coordinates
f=@(x)10ˆx % Function
ck=arrayfun(f,x);
plot(x,ck,'o');
%Campbell & Groisman algorithm
ck=[zeros(N,length(ck));ck];
for i=(N+1): 1:2
k=1;
for j=1:2:(2ˆ(i 1)+1)
ck(i 1,k)=ck(i,j);
k=k+1;
end
end
alpha=zeros(N,(length(ck)+1)/2);
beta=zeros(N,(length(ck)+1)/2);
q=[zeros(N,length(q));q];
for i=(N+1): 1:2
for n=2:(2ˆ(i 2)+1)
alpha(i 1,n)=(ck(i,2*n 2) ck(i 1,n 1))/(ck(i 1,n) ck(i 1,n 1));
end
for n=1:(2ˆ(i 2))
beta(i 1,n)=(ck(i,2*n) ck(i 1,n+1))/(ck(i 1,n) ck(i 1,n+1));
end
end
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%Flux ratios
for i=(N+1): 1:2
for n=1:(2ˆ(i 2)+1)
switch (n)
case {1}
q(i 1,n)=q(i,2*n 1)+beta(i 1,n)*q(i,2*n);
case {2ˆ(i 2)+1}
q(i 1,n)=alpha(i 1,n)*q(i,2*n 2)+q(i,2*n 1);
otherwise
q(i 1,n)=alpha(i 1,n)*q(i,2*n 2)+q(i,2*n 1)+beta(i 1,n)*q(i,2*n);
end
end
end
%length to length ratios
l=q*0;
for i=(N+1): 1:2
[val,j max]=max(q(:,i));
for j=1:(2ˆ(i 1)+1)
l(i,j)=q(i,j max)/q(i,j)*2ˆ(N+1 i);
end
end
%Flux in culture chamber mˆ3/s
qch=vtypical*h*lchamber;
%Fluxes in channels mˆ3/s
qr=qch/(2ˆN+1)*q/q(end,1);
%Velocities m/s
v=qr/A
%Reynolds number
Re=v*rho/eta*Dh;
%Maximum velocity channel features
[aux,i]=max(v(2:end,:))
[vmax,j]=max(aux)
lmin=l(i(j)+1,j)
l
%Channel Length
l=l*wˆ2/D*vmax/lmin;
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%Hydraulic resistance
R=kappa*l;
%Pressure drop (Pa)
deltaP=qr.*R;
%Inlets
l(1,1)=1e3*Dh*0.06*Re(1,1);
l(1,2)=l(1,1);
d0=3*w; %Inlet distance
di=3*w; %Serpentine lateral distance
dd=ones(size(l));
for i=2:(N+1)
dd(i,1:(2ˆ(i 1)+1))=(lchamber w (2ˆ(i 1))*4*w)/(2*(2ˆ(i 1)+1) 2);
end
n=floor((l w 2*d0)./(2*dd+di));
ns v=max(n,[],2);
ns=ns v;
for i=2:length(l)
ns=[ns,ns v];
end
dls=(l ns*di 2*d0 w)./ns;
d n=(ns+1)*w+ns*di+2*d0;
w=w*1e3;
dls=dls*1e3;
l=l*1e3;
h=h*1e3;
di=di*1e3;
d n=d n*1e3;
chl=10*w;
% Circuit generation
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cube dxf('ciao2',[],0)
off= lchamber/2*1e3;
ppp=diff(linspace(off, off,2ˆN+1))/2
off0=off;
ch lg=5;
points=cube([off0 w/2; ch lg+ch lg/4;0],[abs(2*off0)+w;ch lg/4;h]);
cube dxf('ciao2',points,1);
points=cube([ 19/2; ch lg/4 19 19/2;0],[19;19;h]);
cube dxf('ciao2',points,1);
for i=(N+1): 1:2
aa=linspace(off, off,2ˆ(i 1)+1);
points=cube([off w/2;chl*(N i)+sum(d n((N+1): 1:(i)));0],[abs(2*off)+w;chl;h]);
cube dxf('ciao2',points,1);
%Serpentine generation
for j=1:(2ˆ(i 1)+1)
serpentine center('ciao2',[aa(j);chl*(N i)+sum(d n((N+1): 1:(i+1)));0],w,h,l(i,j),ns v(i))
end
end
%Chamber generation
points=cube([(off w)/2;chl*(N i+1)+sum(d n((N+1): 1:(i)));0],[w;l(1,1);h]);
cube dxf('ciao2',points,1);
points=cube([(off w)/2+abs(off w);chl*(N i+1)+sum(d n((N+1): 1:(i)));0],[w;l(1,2);h]);
cube dxf('ciao2',points,1);
cube dxf('ciao2',[],2)
Serpentine center.m
function [] = serpentine center(fname,pos,w,h,l,n)
% This function writes a a serpentine ...
channel in a .dxf file fname,
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% in position pos, with channel width w, ...
height h, total length l and with n ...
turns
d0=3*w; %Distance from inlet
di=3*w; %Distance from outlet
d=(l n*di 2*d0 w)/n; %Distance between serpentine turns
%inlet
points=cube(pos+[ w/2;0;0],[w;d0;h]);
cube dxf(fname,points,1);
points=cube(pos+[ w/2;0;0],[w;w/2;h]);
cube dxf(fname,points,1);
%Container
points=cube(pos+[ d/2;d0;0],[d;(n+1)*w+n*di;h]);
cube dxf(fname,points,1);
%Dividers
points=cube(pos+[ d/2;d0;0],[d/2 w/2;w;h]);
cube dxf(fname,points,1);
for i=1:n
points=cube(pos+[mod(i+1,2)*w d/2;d0+i*w+di*(i 1);0],[d w;+di;h]);
cube dxf(fname,points,1);
end
points=cube(pos+[ d/2+(d/2+w/2)*mod(i+1,2);d0+n*w+di*n;0],[d/2 w/2;w;h]);
cube dxf(fname,points,1);
%Outlet
points=cube(pos+[ w/2;d0+(n+1)*w+n*di;h],[w,d0,h]);
cube dxf(fname,points,1);
points=cube(pos+[ w/2;d0+(n+1)*w+n*di+d0 w/2;h],[w,w/2,h]);
cube dxf(fname,points,1);
end
cube dxf.m
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function[]=cube dxf(fname,points,sit code)
% Given a filename and a set of points ...
in standard format it writes a ...
parallelepiped
% in a .dxf file with name fname
% The data format is the vector points, ...
which is a vector with ...
([X,Y,Z],[dx,dy,dz]).
% X,Y,Z are the co ordinates of bottom ...
left parallelepiped angle, while ...
dx,dy,dz are the
%parallelepiped dimensions.
%sit code represents the action to be done:
% sit code = 0 creates the .dxf file
% sit code = 1 add a parallelepiped to ...
the .dxf file
% sit code = 2 closes the .dxf file
fullname=sprintf('%s.dxf',fname);
switch sit code
case 0
fid=fopen(fullname,'w');
fprintf(fid,'0\nSECTION\n2\nHEADER\n0\nENDSEC\n0\nSECTION\n2\nENTITIES\n0\n');
case 1
fid=fopen(fullname,'a');
fprintf(fid,'3DFACE\n8\n0\n');
%top left corner
fprintf(fid,'10\n%.10f\n20\n%.10f\n30\n%.10f\n',points(:,3));
%top right corner
fprintf(fid,'11\n%.10f\n21\n%.10f\n31\n%.10f\n',points(:,7));
%bottom right corner
fprintf(fid,'12\n%.10f\n22\n%.10f\n32\n%.10f\n',points(:,5));
%bottom left corner
fprintf(fid,'13\n%.10f\n23\n%.10f\n33\n%.10f\n',points(:,1));
%thickness
fprintf(fid,'39\n%.10f\n',points(3,2) points(3,1));
fprintf(fid,'0\n');
fid=fopen(fullname,'a');
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fprintf(fid,'ENDSEC\n0\nEOF\n');
end
fclose(fid);
end
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CalCurve20.m
%The function make a quick calibration of pH ...
nanosensors
%based on image analysis
close all
clear all
clc
%The name of the folder where images are. This ...
must be located in
%/localfolder/Data/
background name='Water';
calibration name='Calibration ';
green name=' R3D w523';
red name=' R3D w594';
%Image format
iformat='.tif';
files bg g = ...
dir(strcat(cd,'/',background name,'*',green name,'*',iformat));
files bg r = ...
dir(strcat(cd,'/',background name,'*',red name,'*',iformat));
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files cal g = ...
dir(strcat(cd,'/',calibration name,'*',green name,'*',iformat));
files cal r = ...
dir(strcat(cd,'/',calibration name,'*',red name,'*',iformat));
%pH series
pH=load('pH.txt');
%Number of repetition for each calibration image
n=4;
%Image size
imsize=1024;
%Vector allocation
avg=zeros(1,length(pH));
sd=avg;
md=avg;
CV=avg;
% Background estimation
% set zeros
% bg g=uint16(zeros(1024,1024));
% bg r=uint16(zeros(1024,1024));
%read in images
bg g=[];
bg r=[];
for i=1:numel(files bg g);
bg g=[bg g,medfilt2(uint16(imread(strcat(cd,'/',files bg g(i).name))))];
bg r=[bg r,medfilt2(uint16(imread(strcat(cd,'/',files bg r(i).name))))];
end
% divide sums by number of images
bg g=uint16(double(bg g)/double(numel(files bg g)));
bg r=uint16(double(bg r)/double(numel(files bg r)));
% bg g=110;
% bg r=100;
for i=1:n:(length(pH)*n)
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%Image acquisition
%green   green channel image
%red   red channel image
% green=uint16(zeros(1024,1024));
% red=uint16(zeros(1024,1024));
green=[];
red=[];
for j=1:n
i+j 1;
green=[green,imread(strcat(cd,'/',files cal g(i+j 1).name))];
red=[red,imread(strcat(cd,'/',files cal r(i+j 1).name))];
end
green=green mean2(bg g);
red=red mean2(bg r);
rimage=double(green)./double(red);
rimage=medfilt2(rimage);
%Calibration extraction
%avg = average of the image
%sd = standard deviation of the image
%md = median of image
[w,h]=size(rimage);
resh image=reshape(rimage,1,w*h);
ind=(i+j 1)/n;
avg(ind)=nanmean(resh image);
sd(ind)=nanstd(resh image);
md(ind)=nanmedian(resh image);
CV(ind)=sd(ind)/avg(ind)*100;
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errorbar(pH(1:ind),avg(1:ind),sd(1:ind),'o'),...
% plot(pH(1:i),avg(1:i),'o'),...
xlim([min(pH)*0.9 max(pH)+0.1*min(pH)]),...
xlabel('pH'),...
ylabel('G/R Intensity Ratio');
drawnow;
end
%Curve fitting procedure
% LB   Parameters lower boundaries vector
% UB   Parameters upper boundaries vector
% par0   Parameter initial guess vector
% weights   Weights vector
LB=[0 0 0 0];
UB=[2*max(avg) 2*min(avg) Inf 14];
par0=[max(avg) 0.04 0.1 5.3];
weights=1./((sd./sd).ˆ2);
%Defining fitting options
s = fitoptions('Method','NonlinearLeastSquares',... %Estimation ...
algorithm
'Lower',LB,... %Parameters lower boundaries
'Upper',UB,... %Parameters upper boundaries
'Startpoint',par0,... %Parameters initial guess
'Weights',weights,...
'Exclude',[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]); %Weights vector
%Defining fitting object
f = fittype('Imin+(Imax Imin)/(1+exp((pKa pH)/b))',...
'independent','pH',...
'options',s);
%Experimental Data Fitting
[c fit,gof,output] = fit(pH',avg',f)
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%Final curve plot, with function prediction boundaries
hold on
plot(c fit,'predfunc',0.68),...
xlim([min(pH)*0.9 max(pH)+0.1*min(pH)]),...
xlabel('pH'),...
ylabel('Intensity');
hold off
pp=coeffvalues(c fit);
cc=@(x)pp(2)+(pp(1) pp(2))/(1+exp((pp(4) x)/pp(3)));
res=avg arrayfun(cc,pH);
figure
plot(c fit,pH',avg','o','residuals')
FID=fopen(strcat(cd,' cal curve.txt'),'w');
fprintf(FID,'0\tImax\tImin\tb\tpKa\r\n');
fprintf(FID,'Value\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\r\n',coeffvalues(c fit));
fprintf(FID,'SD\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\r\n',diff(confint(c fit,0.68)));
fprintf(FID,'CV\t%f\t%f\t%f\t%f\r\n',(diff(confint(c fit,0.68)))./coeffvalues(c fit)*100);
fclose(FID);
ImagepH20.m
%Open calibration curve file
close all
clear all
clc
fold name='final stoat123';
localfolder='/Users/gianniorsi/Documents/MATLAB/Image Analysis ...
Rob/Data/';
resfolder='/Users/gianniorsi/Documents/MATLAB/Image Analysis ...
Rob/Results/';
bg folder='Spheroid control nosensors/4/';
calibration folder='1 mgml/4';
file folder='Stack 1/4/';
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background name='stoat contro z0';
file name='stoat3 z';
green name= ' ch06';
red name= ' ch14';
%Image format
iformat='.tif';
files bg g = ...
dir(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',bg folder,background name,'*',green name,iformat));
files bg r = ...
dir(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',bg folder,background name,'*',red name,iformat));
files g = ...
dir(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',file folder,file name,'*',green name,iformat));
files r = ...
dir(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',file folder,file name,'*',red name,iformat));
%Calibration Curve acquisition
alldata=importdata(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',calibration folder,'/',fold name,' cal curve.txt'));
Imax=alldata.data(1,1);
Imin=alldata.data(1,2);
b=alldata.data(1,3);
pKa=alldata.data(1,4);
I=Imin:(Imax Imin)/100:Imax;
pH=@(I)pKa b*log((Imax Imin)/(I Imin) 1);
plot(I,arrayfun(pH,I))
%Number of images
n=numel(files g);
tic
% Background estimation
% set zeros
bg g=uint8(zeros(512,512));
bg r=uint8(zeros(512,512));
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%read in images
for i=1:numel(files bg g);
bg g=bg g+medfilt2((imread(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',bg folder,files bg g(i).name))));
bg r=bg r+medfilt2((imread(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',bg folder,files bg r(i).name))));
end
%divide sums by number of images
bg g=bg g/(numel(files bg g));
bg r=bg r/(numel(files bg r));
% bg g=120;
% bg r=125;
toc
% bg g=180;
% bg r=185;
tic
for k=1:n
green=imread(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',file folder,files g(k).name));
red=imread(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',file folder,files r(k).name));
% grey=(imread(strcat(localfolder,fold name,'/',files br(k).name)));
green=reshape(green,1,512*512);
kk=find(green >= 250);
green(kk)=NaN;
green=reshape(green,512,512);
red=reshape(red,1,512*512);
kk=find(red >= 250);
red(kk)=NaN;
red=reshape(red,512,512);
green=medfilt2(green max(max(bg g)));
red=medfilt2(red max(max(bg r)));
rimage=double(green)./double(red);
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resh image=reshape(rimage,1,512*512);
i=find(resh image>=Imax);
j=find(resh image<=Imin);
pHimage=arrayfun(pH,resh image);
pHimage(i)=NaN;
pHimage(j)=NaN;
i=find(pHimage>7.5);
j=find(pHimage<4.5);
pHimage(i)=NaN;
pHimage(j)=NaN;
pHimage=reshape(pHimage,512,512);
pHimage=medfilt2(pHimage);
barr=flipud([NaN*ones(1,6),linspace(4.5,7.5,500),NaN*ones(1,6)]');
c scale=[];
for cc=1:20
c scale=[c scale,barr];
end
blank=NaN*c scale;
pHimage=[blank,c scale,blank,pHimage];
resc=uint16((pHimage 4)/(8 4)*(2ˆ16 1));
fname=files g(k).name;
imwrite(resc,strcat(resfolder,fold name,'/',file folder,'pH ...
Images/pH ',fname(1:end 4),'.tif'),'tif');
save(fname(1:end 9),'pHimage');
k
end
toc
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